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Officials Of Restoration 
To Reopen Chowning's 
Faculty Decides Against Extension 
Of Thanksgiving Holiday A t Meeting 
Chowning's Tavern will redden around Apr. 1, Bren Macken, 
Chairman of a sub-committee on student recreation, told the Gen-
eral Cooperative committee on Thursday, Feb. 13. 
Macken reported that his committee had also interviewed Res-
toration officials about the possibility of students using the former 
USO building and the adjacent restaurant building and had been 
told that neither is available. 
The student request for an ex-
pended Thanksgiving holiday was 
turned down by the faculty at its 
February meeting, John E. Hocutt, 
dean of men, reported for Presi-
dent Pomfret. 
Water Coolers 
Dean Hocutt also reported that 
electric water coolers will be in-
stalled in most of the buildings 
on campus within 30 days, since 
most of the broken drinking foun-
tains are irreparable. Bids are 
being accepted on the work by the 
State. -This action was taken in 
response to a Cooperative com-
mittee recommendation last month. 
Bert Ranee, president of the 
senior class and acting president 
of the student body, reported no 
measures from the Assembly, but 
asked the consideration of the 
committee of the practice of some 
professors of grading a student 
down for cutting class*; The feel-
ing of the committee was that 
this was a matter for the individ-
ual professor and hot susceptible 
to legislation. 
John Dayton, freshman class 
president, inquired into fire pro-
tection conditions in dormitories 
and was invited by Dean J. W. 
Lambert to join the deans in a 
projected fire inspection tour. 
Wigwam To Stay 
O p e n T o l O P . M . 
Beginning tomorrow night the 
Wigwam and small cafeteria will 
be open to students until 10 p. m. 
every evening except Sunday and 
Monday. On these two evenings 
the usual closing time of 7 p. m. 
will be observed. 
There will be dancing in the 
small dining hall with music pro-
vided by the juke box. As soon 
as proper building material is 
available booths will be installed 
in the dining h^all.similar, J o Jfepjse^ 
in the Wigwam . 
"We are prepared to stay open 
until 10:30 p. m. if we find that 
student patronage warrants such 
a move," stated Charles Chandler, 
manager of the Wigwam. 
Students Contribute 
$1060 To WSSF Drive 
Falling $440 short of the $1500 
goal established, William and 
Mary students contributed a total 
of $1060.03 to the World Student 
Service Fund during the recent 
drive, which ended Feb. 12. 
Top contributors w e r e t h e 
town students, the veteran's dorm, 
Chandler, Jsfferson and Barrett 
halls with a total of $564.59. 
"The amount received to. date 
will feed 50 students for one 
month," William Heffner, cam-
paign chairman, announced. Con-
tributions were received from the 
dormitories and sororities, town 
students, Williamsburg citizens, 
faculty and from the foot of 
Buddha in the Chinese room. 
College Plans Completion 
Of Dorm For Veterans 
Three Nominees Seek 
Top Student Office 
Heatwole, Tyler, Woolley Proposed 
For Balloting Tomorrow Afternoon 
Election for an interim student body president will take place 
tomorrow from 1 to 6 p. m. in Phi Beta Kappa foyer. 
Nominees for the office are Wally Heatwole, Lyon Tyler and 
Roger Woolley. All three nominees were put up by petition. A fourth 
petition nominating Mel Wright was thrown out by the Nominations 
committee because Wright's grades did not equal "C" average. 
Constitutional controversy oyer the nomination of Wally Heatwole 
developed because the scholastic 
requirement for nomination is a 
"C" average for the last three 
semesters before the election. 
Heatwole did not meet the re -
quirement in his last semester at 
William and Mary before reenter-
ing this September, but he did 
achieve the average in two semes-
ters at another college in the 
Construction of the new vet-
erans' dormitory on Jamestown 
Road will be completed by Mar. 1, 
John E. Hocutt, dean of men, dis-
closed recently. 
Located near the college tennis 
courts, the structure will house 96 
students in its two wings. Only 
one of these will be opened this 
spring. The temporary dormitory 
will complete the college's hous-
ing program for returning veter-
was cut into panels and hauled 
to its present site, where it was 
reassembled. 
Included in the central portion 
of the structure are a recreation 
room, pantry, and laundry bin, as 
well as telephone booths and 
washrooms with bath and shower 
facilities. The heating system, 
which incorporates steam and 
forced air, is of a new type. Each 
of the adjoining wings contains 
REMOVED FROM NEWPORT NEWS, the new veterans' dor-
mitory located on Jamestown road was cut into panels and hauled 
to its present site last fall. Construction of the dormitory will be 
completed by Mar. 1. 
ans. "It will be used throughout 
this period of inflated enrollment 
because, like all other colleges, 
we are trying to accomodate as 
many students as possible," Mr. 
Hocutt added. 
Sections Hauled To College 
Formerly standing near New-
port News, the long, two-story 
building was occupied by women 
war workers. During the fall it 
24 double rooms. 
The dormitory is part of a gov-
ernmental construction project for 
the housing of veterans at the 
College of William and Mary. The 
site and water and sewage facili-
ties have been prepared by the 
college itself. Future occupants 
of the building will include those 
students now temporarily residing 
in the attic of Old Dominion. 
Roger L. Woolley, Lyon G. Tyler, and Wallace Heatwole are the 
three men who will contend for the office of president of the student 
body in the election tomorrow from 1 to 6 p. m. in Phi Beta 
Kappa foyer. 
The three candidates, who have been approved by the student 
body presidential nominating committee, were the only students 
who presented petitions and met the requirements. 
Dr. Sharvy G. Umbeck, dean 
of the faculty, has announced 
that all students desiring to at-
tend summer sessions in schools 
other than William and Mary 
and who want to transfer these 
credits when they return to 
Williamsburg next (fall should 
see him as soon as possible. 
meantime. Ruling by the Nomin-
ations committee, of which Jim 
Sutherland is chairman, and the 
deans of students and men de-
cided the issue in favor of 
Heatwhole. 
The Committee oh the Conduct 
of Elections, made up of the two 
Honor councils, will watch the 
polls tomorrow, one representative 
from each council serving at the 
polls every hour. The Honor 
councils will count the ballots and 
results of the election will be 
announced tomorrow night by 
posting of checked ballots on bul-
letin boards. 
ance /Minounces R 
Sale Of Tickets 
Tickets for Mid-Winter dances 
will be placed on sale tomorrow, 
Bert Ranee, president's aide, has 
stated . 
Notices wil lbe posted in all dor-
mitories and sorority houses nam-
ing representatives who will sell 
tickets. Tickets may also be ob-
tained from any of the 15 presi-
dent's aides or at the information 
desk in Marshall-Wythe. 
Sales will run from Wednesday, 
Feb. 19, to Wednesday, Mar. 5. 
During this time, tickets will be 
$3.50. After Mar. 5 they will be 
$4.50, Bert stated. 
Dr. S. Poole To Talk 
At Seminar Meeting 
Dr. Simon Poole, head of the 
newly-established school of geog-
raphy at the University of Vir-
ginia, will speak at the Marshall-
Wythe Seminar on Friday, Feb. 
21, in Rogers 212 at 4 p. m. 
The seminar this year will deal 
chiefly with cultural anthropology 
and will be introduced by Dr. 
Poole's talk on the subject The 
Geographical Foundations of Cul-
tural Diversity. 
Dr. Poole has traveled widely, 
especially in South America, Dur-
ing the war, he served in the 
Army with the rank of colonel 
and as chief of the map and photo 
section of the General Staff. 
Production Plans Unveiled 
For Comedy Of Errors" 
By RONALD KING 
As the next theatrical presentation, "Comedy of Errors," went 
into its second week of rehearsal, Miss Phyllis Kendall, theatre 
designer, unveiled her elaborate production plans for this show of 
Shakespearean chicanery. 
The stage of Phi Beta Kappa hall will be transformed, on Mar. 
12 and 13, a typical Elizabethan theatre. The audience .will see 
not only the interior representation of the theatre, but also the outside 
—roof and all. Patrons who are 
familiar with the dimensions of 
the Phi Beta Kappa stage may 
question the practicability of such 
an undertaking; but apparently, it 
can be done. After extensive rer-
search, Miss Ke,ndall adapted a 
set along the ' lines of the' famed 
Globe Theatre, with modifications 
necessitated by the proportions of 
the stage. 
The main stage will have side 
wings, two sets of doors, and an 
inner stage, which will utilize a 
curtain. This arrangement affords 
five possibilities for entrances and 
exits. Above the main platform, 
an upper stage will be represented, 
but purely for the sake of orna-
mentation. The set includes the 
familiar cupola, with windows, 
gracing the top of the structure, 
and the previously mentioned roof, 
which will be made of tile. Com-
plete with supporting pillars and 
the shadow of the roof, the set 
will be rather a faithful reproduc-
tion. Phi Beta Kappa hall, for 
once, will complement that which 
is on stage, for its weird gallery, 
arrangement is somewhat similar 
to that of an Elizabethan theatre. 
In fact, a definite attempt will be 
made to convey to the audience 
the feeling of being present in 
See PLAY, Page 11 
Class Chooses 
Offi< arnson vjrncer 
Bill Harrison was elected to re-
place James Riley as vice-presi-
dent ' of the senior class at a 
meeting held on Thursday evening, 
Feb. 12. 
Tentative plans for a masquer-
ade ball, which will be sponsored 
by the class and held in April, 
were made. It was suggested 
from the floor that the Dramatic 
club and Scarab club be asked to 
serve as co-sponsors of the event. 
Bill Harrison was appointed chair-
man of the dance committee. 
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Carter Also Hits The Editors In 
Will iam and Mary Go-Round 
T w o letters and two columns take issue this week with the theories 
of student government propounded editorially in our last issue. 
M r . Vaughan feels that our proposal proves that we are not in-
terested in the students' viewpoint and are an "administration fixture." 
M r . Bellis feels that probably we are realistic but it is too bad things 
have to be that way—and do they? M r . Carter thinks we are ludi-
crous. Miss Pritchard, with whom 
A « we crossed verbal foils last week, 
btatement thinks we are confused. 
a n | . As to the latter point, the edi-
r O I I C y tors of The F L A T H A T are quite 
as susceptible of error as anyone 
else and they expect their utterances to be received in that light. Ob-
viously, we never intend to be confused; neither do we intend to be 
wrong—but those things happen. 
Jack Bellis was editor of The F L A T H A T himself before he 
went to war and we understand he was an excellent one. However, 
we are sure that it was no more of Jack's policy than it is of ours to 
allow either a simple majority of students or the noisiest group of stu-
dents to choose the editorial stand of the paper. 
Jack points out that in our culture, some kind of authortiy seems 
always to exist,, from parents to city bosses. The question, he says, 
is not whether the system of paternalism at William and Mary is good 
in our culture—it could be no other—but whether the culture is good. 
I t is a noble philosophical question and one which may in future eons 
be answered intelligently by corruption-free human beings. 
W e hesitate to contradict Miv Bellis's expressions as to what all 
this supervision tends to produce—war, crime, etc.—but we would 
point out that these things are as yet in the realm of theory, and should 
not be accepted as fact by unsuspecting non-psychology majors. 
Mr . Vaughan, on the other hand, does not deal in theories at all. 
He explains our flagrant departure from the paths of righteousness, 
i. e., the paths he follows, by the fact that our staffs are packed with 
women (There are, in fact, 23 men in the organization)—but he 
doesn't excuse it. W e rank with the coerced press in Nazi Germany, 
and the situation is made all the worse, says M r . Vaughan, by the 
fact that we hide our true colors under a banner of studenthood. 
The truth is that The F L A T H A T this year has never failed to 
print anything simply because it disagreed with administration policy. 
On the other hand, it has never printed anything, except as obvious 
expression of individual opinion, simply because it was the feeling of 
the student majority. 
Our responsibility is not to be a "voice of the students" in our 
editorial column. This voice is allowed free play in the publishing of 
letters to the editor. Our responsibility is, firstly, to report as much 
news as factually as we can, and secondly, to do what we can to im-
prove the conditions we report. 
Doing "what we can" means examining any issue and reaching 
our own decision, regardless of the opinions of the administration or of 
the students. This is not to say that the editors of The F L A T H A T 
are more intelligent or far-seeing than anyone else, but simply that they 
have a duty to draw their own conclusions, right or wrong. 
W e shall continue to express the opinions which we believe are 
needful of expression. 
N . L. E. 
Last week our editor wrote a 
ludicrous editorial entitled "Ideal-
ism Runs Riot." Since we do not 
know exactly what she is trying 
to put across, our comment can 
-not be too penetrating. 
She first admits that we have an 
"inefficient, bureaucratic code" 
and a change in the constitution is 
needed and highly desirable. In 
the same breath she says that Miss 
Pritchard has an erroneous con-
ception of what student govern-
ment is.. In other words, our edi-
tor would change the Constitution, 
oh yes, but she would change it in 
form only . . . she would not 
change the principles. She would 
have the same things that are in 
practice now . . . and she would 
still have columns like Miss Prit-
chard's against it . 
We do not think that students 
working under the present system 
will have an infantile conception 
of self-government after gradua-
tion. We believe it will be a 
NEGATIVE conception! It will 
be a conception of what student 
government should not be . . . . 
actually no constructive ends as to 
what it should be . . . (which Miss 
Easley never says.) 
She goes on to say thai we 
"idealists' base our contention of 
student government on a false 
premise that the school is center-
ed about us. It is not entirely 
false that the school is centered 
around the students . . . they are 
integrated or should be. 
What has she in mind by stand-
ards that must be so high as^ to 
transcend present standards??? 
The "broader viewpoint" is wel-
comed IF it is broader, but some-
how snap judgments can't be con-
sidered broad-minded. 
If the students are unable "to 
set their own course completely 
without hindrance" then any at-
tempts to approach this goal are 
useless and of little or no avail to 
the students. She says it wouldn't 
work anyway. Maybe that is what 
she says, we don't know. 
Miss Easley's editorial reminds 
us of the story of the Irishman 
named O'Malley. He had his 
name changed to Flaherty because 
O'Malley sounded too Irish. Then 
when he changed his name to 
Flaherty, people still said he was 
Irish. Flaherty wondered why and 
never could figure the reason. 
Well, marionette, should we call 
you "Punch" or should we call 
you "Judy?" 
ANOTHER SUBJECT 
Last week Life magazine pub-
lished an article on cheating pre-
vailing among the students of the 
University of Texas. According 
to Life's statistics 66.8 per cent of 
the students cheated at one time 
or another. Apparently the U. of 
T. has not heard of the Honor 
System as practiced here at Wil-
liam and Mary. To prevent cheat-
ing we offer these solutions: Stu-
dents will march in columns to 
the classroom and at the door they 
will be "frisked" for examination 
notes. Students will take psych 
exams to see if he has any idea 
of cheating. Mottoes like "Hon-
esty is the Best Policy" will adorn 
the walls of the classroom. -The 
students and the professors will 
enter the room together and then 
the doors will be barred and her-
metically sealed. The student 
will take a lie detector test after 
the exam and the professor will 
mark off 10 points on the possi-
bility that the student has cheated 
anyway. 
Pritchard Disagrees With 
The Editorial Policy 
Because once in a while we find 
a dearth of controversial issues 
upon which to expound, we must 
hit sometimes at things which we 
hold very dear to our hearts. This 
week we continue with what looks 
like mud-slinging on the editorial 
page. In the last issue of The 
FLAT HAT there were two edi-
torials, both concerning student 
government and both berating the 
students for their actions and 
attitudes. 
We do not contend that the stu-
dents do not need an occasional 
volley of nasty words fired at 
them. But we do believe that 
such volleys should be. justifiable. 
We do not think that the editorial 
"What Result From Infractions*" 
has made its point clear, nor do 
we feel that it was justifiable. We 
propose a few questions about 
certain statements included in it. 
Miss Segnitz said in the editorial 
"the rules that exist today are 
rules made by student representa-
tives and agreed on by a faculty 
committee." We say that if the 
students made the rules there 
would not be the mass disregard 
for them which she asserts. In 
order to understand the above 
quote in its true relation, one must 
write "AGREED ON BY A FAC-
ULTY COMMITTEE." 
Furthermore, when the editor-
ial states "Any hope of changing 
rules this spring is gone," we'd 
like to ask upon what authority 
that statement is based. Certain-
ly, if the students made the rules, 
and now break them, they desire 
to have some changes made. 
And if the students did not make 
the rules, then, what is their 
source? Should not The FLAT 
HAT be willing to mention the 
source from which such informa-
tion is gleaned? 
We find the apparent answer 
to "who makes the rules"? in the 
very next sentence of the •editorial, 
"We will be lucky if we can con-
vince the administration that we 
are still worthy to exercise those 
changes made last year." This 
sounds like flag-waving to us. 
The final paragraph included 
the statement "We owe a debt; 
let's pay it now." To whom we 
owe the debt was not specified. 
We assume we owe it either to 
future students, to the administra-
tion, or to ourselves. We prefer 
to believe that, if we owe a debt, 
it is to ourselves — to fight for 
what we want. The FLAT HAT 
policy seems to continually ram 
high-minded ideals down our 
throats. But, we feel that the 
worth of a college newspaper lies 
in its reporting and reflecting. 
Last week's editorial on social 
rules certainly does not reflect 
the opinions of The FLAT HAT's 
owners — the students. 
Beer topic of the week: Shall we 
crusade for or against ourselves? 
Woolley Turns Sports Commentator As 
McKellar Battles Lilienthal 
Letter Calls Flat Hat 
"Administration Fixture 
/ / 
To the Editor: 
It is certainly regrettable when 
the college newspaper, The FLAT 
HAT, fails to actively support 
student opinion. Whether right or 
wrong, this support is indicated. 
The lack of such an attitude has 
been increasingly evident. The 
student government issue culmin-
ating in your editorial of Tuesday 
last is a specific example of what 
I mean. If that is to become the 
object of The FLAT HAT, I sug-
gest it openly function as an ad-
ministration fixture and not under 
the guise of a student-sanctioned 
spokesman. 
Your editorial policy should be 
truly beneficial from our stand-
point, reflecting a broad view-
point, and giving free reign to 
student ideas pro and con. It cert-
ainly should not try to constrict, 
limit, or narrow into one individ-
ual's conception of righteousness. 
That is suitable work for a col-
umnist speaking for himself. Nor 
should a columnist be criticised 
by the editor for holding conflict-
ing views. I would here like to 
commend Miss Pritchard and Mr. 
Carter . for speaking their own 
feelings.on subjects close to the' 
college. Whether or not you 
agree, their columns have been at 
once enlightening and . amusing. 
A healthy step in the right direc-
tion as is fitting the position of 
The FLAT HAT. 
A side-stepping policy is a weak 
policy at best, and one for which 
The FLAT HAT has not been 
noted in the past. Not that I am 
against the fair-sex indulging in 
news activity, but when the edi-
torial staff is packed with them, 
the resultant policy is rather 
obvious. I sincerely trust The 
FLAT HAT will rise above its 
taken-for-granted role of existing 
and once more thrust forward 
with an active policy. 
Very truly yours, 
Orville R. Vaughn, Jr. 
With Joe Louis on a Latin 
American jaunt and Rocky Graz-
iano on the carpet, fight fans are 
turning to the front pages where 
is daily described a running match 
of the greatest national importance. 
In the far corner, the Challenger, 
Tennessee's Kenneth McKellar, 
veteran of 30-odd years in the 
Senatorial ring, wearing black 
trunks. His opponent, the less ex-
perienced but able and steady 
Dave Lilienthal, T. V. A. champ. 
The prize — the chairmanship of 
the Atomic Power Commission. 
Alabama born in 1869, McKellar, 
the son of a Civil War vet, grad-
uated Magna Cum Laude from the 
U. of Alabama in 1891. A year 
later, aided by a $600 loan from 
his two brothers, he added a law 
degree. The loan was amply re-
paid as Kenneth and the^ federal 
government have done well by both 
brothers. In the late '90's he 
moved to Tennessee and into poli-
tics. Allying himself with Citizen 
Crump of Memphis, McKellar 
began to rise. Election to the 
House in 1911 and the Senate in 
1916 afforded him his chance to 
make friends who insured his suc-
cession. 
Supporting the Roosevelt as-
cendancy in 1932, McKellar was 
soon disappointed on several. ac-
counts. Postal officials were 
brought into Civil Service,"' thus 
lessening McKellar's power of pat-
ronage. Secondly and more im-
portant, credit for the introduction 
and establishment of the T. V. A. 
was given to George Norris and 
not to McKellar who laid a large 
amount of groundwork. 
Site Feud 
As the years rolled . by, the 
T. V. A. grew stronger and more 
independant and McKellar more 
aged and bitter. A dispute with 
Lilienthal over the choice of a 
dam site in 1941 led to a feud 
between the two men, as the for-
mer had become chairman of the 
T. V. A. Backed by the giant 
Power and Utility groups, Mc-
Kellar was now the most out-
spoken enemy of the Authority, 
several times attempting to block 
reappointment of Lilienthal to the 
Board. 
Lilienthal, son of a Bohemian 
immigrant family, was born in 
Morton, 111.,' a suburb of Chicago, 
in 1898. An outstanding amateur 
boxer, he annexed the light-
heavyweight crown and a Phi Beta 
key while at DePauw University 
in Greencastle, Ind. In 1923 he 
received an LL. B. from Harvard 
and began practicing law in Chi-
cago. Within a decade he became 
a nationally known Utilities law-
yer, served under the La Follettes 
in Wisconsin and was ultimately 
appointed as one of three members 
of the T. V. A. Control Board. 
The efficiency of his unpartisan 
administration has evoked nation-
wide praise. 
A-Bomb Head 
In the light of his outstanding 
abilities, he was recently selected 
by President" Truman to be the 
civilian head of the Atomic Bomb 
Commission. The vindictive Mc-
Kellar has chosen this occasion to 
settle his old score by blocking 
Congressional approval of the 
appointment. 
The sides have chosen up. Sec-
onding McKellar are the Utility 
Group plus a segment of the 
Republican majority seeking to 
setback the reverberating Truman. 
McKellar assailing Lilienthal as a 
Communist has picked up support 
from Wherry of Nebraska who 
considers Lilienthal unfit because 
of his earlier connections with the 
New Deal. With Lilienthal are 
Senators Vandenberg and Mac-
Mahon and a strong majority of 
the atomic bomb scientists who 
see in the T. V. A. head the 
needed civilian control of atomic 
energy. 
The first rounds have gone to 
McKellar and if the contest goes 
partisan, the decision will also be 
his. Result — revenge for Mc-
Kellar, a stronger military hand 
in the control of atomic energy 
and possible Congressional control 
of the T. V. A. Perhaps a more 
desirous outcome would be the 
approval of Lilienthal and the 
passage of a bill to retire all 
Senators at 75. 
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Ex-Flat Hat Editor 
Questions Paternalism 
To the Editor: 
The two editorials of last week's 
FLAT HAT — one on the women's 
social rules and the other called 
"Idealism Run Riot" •— were in-
teresting for their consistent and 
realistic appraisal of the student-
administration relationship here at 
William and Mary. 'They clearly 
expressed what each of us must 
know — that in our culture the 
growth of the individual is sub-
ject to regulation, rational or arbi-
trary, but always final. And they 
clearly implied what is also a 
•fact — that the administration at 
William and Mary is the logical 
and necessary successor to par-
ental control in the regulation of 
the individual's growth. 
In our culture, it is Hhe child 
who is amenable to suggestion and 
command and who is able to re-
press his spontaneity in favor of 
social harmony, who is the 
"model" child. Since psychology 
teaches us that every repression 
is followed by aggressive tenden-
cies, it is the further task of the 
parent and educator to direct these 
aggressions into socially accept-
able channels. Thus, we also have 
been taught to compete aggres-
sively with our schoolmates and 
later with our fellow entrepre-
neurs. It is not difficult to recog-
nize the source of the dictum of 
the businessmen — "If govern-
ment would only leave t industry 
alone everything would turn out 
all right." The businessmen have 
learned their lesson well. 
Exactly when the child fathers 
the man in our culture, it is dif-
ficult to say. Generally, I suppose, 
H. LAPI DOW 
TAILOR 




SUITS MADE TO 
MEASURE 
a person is recognized as adult 
who is earning his own way (i. e., 
able to compete satisfactorily.) 
But in different localities certain 
arbitrary age minima are ob-
served. At William and Mary I 
believe it is 23. And it is common 
folklore that some people never 
grow up. 
How the doctrine of political 
liberty and individual independ-
ence fits into our culture — the 
concern of the editorial spring-
board for this letter — I am not 
prepared to say. It would • seem, 
however, that the successful pro-
duct of our culture (the socially 
amenable child) would fall very 
easy prey to paternalism in poli-
tics. And perhaps the prevalence 
of the city-boss machine in the 
American scene is a product of 
our training. 
Nevertheless, in view of the 
current American scene, I think 
is is probably excusable for the 
Governor of Virginia to overlook 
a revolution and the War Between 
the States in order to maintain, as 
he did recently, that rebellion is 
not part of Virginia's tradition. 
And the College's wish that we 
restrain ourselves is also in best 
keeping with the demand of our 
culture as a whole. 
On the other hand, if we were 
to criticize the culture as a whole, 
and if we were to claim that in 
curbing the spontaneity of the 
child and in suppressing his in-
choate attempts to gain virtually 
revolutionary independence we 
are amassing a store of hatred 
and aggression that may only 
have its outlet (granted that 
American business can't handle 
it all) in war and racial crusades, 
penetentiaries and mental hospi-
tals, that would be another 
question. 
And, if one were to go on criti-
cizing our culture in that view, 
it would then be well to ask what 
the role of the parent and edu-
cator should be in order to modify 
our culture — something I, for 
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BEST PLACE TO EAT 
IN THE 
COLONIAL CITY !>' 
Your Patronage Appreciated 
WILLIAMSBURG, V A . 
Wynne-Roberts 
Receives Letter 
Traveler Loses Book 
A n d Requests Return 
To the Editor: 
Will you please put a notice of 





Request Info On Housing 
To the Editor: 
A man student returning this 
semester after two years in the 
service was told by the dean that 
the roommate he had been promis-
ed when he left had now been as-
signed to someone else. Yet the 
dean's secretary had already as-
sured the boy that the room had 
not been assigned. 
Old Dominion attic is filled 
three-deep with men students. 
Yet there are empty rooms in 
men's dormitories all over the 
campus. 
What, exactly, is going on? Is 
this inefficiency or isn't it? Does 
anybody know what the status of 
the men's rooming situation is? 
Are hundreds of new men coming 
in to fill the empty rooms and if 
so, why should they be given spe-
cial consideration of the best 
rooms while old students are 
crowded into any old hole that 
happens to be around? 
A number of men students 
would like to know why they'e 
getting the runaround. And when 
are the chicken coops on' James-
town Road (that is, the new vet-
eran's dormitory) going to be 
completed. 
It seems to me that the situa-
tion should have been cleared up 
before now, surely. We're well 
into the second semester now. If 
something isn't done, I think that 
the feeling of dissatisfaction al-
ready very evident among the men 
students will become even more 
pronounced. 
Sincerely, 
Name Withheld by Request. 
I was travelling on the same 
train as some of your girls, return-
ing from the Christmas vacation. 
One of the girls, probably by mis-
take, walked off with the book 
I was reading. The girls boarded 
the train in Penn Station in New 
York. 
I would never ask you to do 
me this favor if the book Was 
mine; but, unfortunately, I bor-
rowed the book I was reading; so 
you can imagine what a predica-
ment I am in unless I can return 
the book by the time I return to 
New York. I was so engrossed 
in the story that I can't recall the 
author; but the title of the book 
is The Private 'Lite and Loves of 
Count Franz. 
I would appreciate it ever so 
much if you will put a sign on 
the daily bulletin board; mention-
ing the above matter. And I do 
hope that the girl that took the 
book will return it. Then, won't 
you please send it to my home at 
1912 Mermaid Avenue, Brooklyn 
24, N. Y. I'll be only too glad to 
return the postage to you. 
Hoping you can recover the 
book for me, I remain, 
Respectfully yours, 
Irving Propper 
E. H. Priest Pans 
Lack Of Critical Capacity 
To the Editor: 
The remarks of your last thea-
tre critic, Mr. Black, have promp-
ted a few remarks on my part 
which seem mentionable, in view 
of the lack of perception and hon-
esty in much criticism at William 
and Mary. 
Superficially, Gene Black's crit-
icism lacks any fundamental crit-
ical appreciativeness of either the 
theatre or of the drama in ques-
tion, Arms and the Man. I am of 
the considered opinion that your 
critic lacks knowledge of George 
Bernard Shaw's work, or of the 
necessary conventions of drama 
Ch airman Thanks 
Donors To WSSF runa 
Open Letter to the Students: „ 
Since it is not possible to write 
individual letters 'to each student 
who participated in the World 
Student Service Fund Drive, I 
would like to say a few words 
to them through The FLAT HAT. 
' The contributions are still com-
ing in and now total over $1100. 
While the goal of $1500 has not 
been reached, I understand that 
this is the best single student 
drive at William and Mary. The 
success cannot be attributed to 
one or two students, but to the 
collective efforts of many. You 
are to be congratulated. 
Please accept my heartfelt 
thanks and appreciation" for your 
cooperation and your work in the 
WSSF Drive. All students of 
William and Mary have joined 
with students throughout the 
United States in extending aid to 
our fellow students in Europe and 
Asia. Therein, I believe, can be 
found the satisfaction for our 
efforts in this drive. 
Very sincerely yours, 
Bill Heffner 
Campaign Chairman, WSSF Drive 
composition. His remarks on the 
play itself could well have been 
lost. 
The principal reason for writing 
this arises out of the remark about 
Dick Owen, who played a lead. 
During the intermission of the 
play, Mr. Black had his ear close 
to the conversation of a small 
group of persons who know Owen 
well, and whose conversation in-
cluded a half-serious remark about 
the similarity to Miss Bette Davis' 
mannerisms in Owen's perform-
ance. I doubt that the origin of 
the useless allusion in the criticism 
of the play in your last issue had 
any more basis than that super-
ficial remark. 
Generally speaking, could not 
your critics find some standards, 
and criticise — analyze, that is — 
according to them? As it is, most 
art criticism on the campus now 
is a series of opinions concerning 
likes and dislikes, decisions which 
are made by individuals for them-
selves. Criticism is not that. 
Yours very truly, 
Ernest H. Priest 
P A S T B Y S H O P 
FANCY CAKES, P I E S , 
BREAD AND ROLLS 
We Close Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M. 
Not Open Sundays 
DUKE OF GLOUCESTER STREET PHONE 298 
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Miss Athea Hunt 
Gets Membership 
In A N T A Society 
Miss Althea Hunt, director of 
the College of William and Mary 
Theatre, has accepted an invita-
tion to become a corporate mem-
ber of the American National 
Theatre and Academy, Thomas E. 
Thorne, chairman of the fine arts 
department, announced recently. 
Miss Hunt, associate professor 
of fine arts, received an invitation 
from Vinton Freedley, of New 
York, president of ANTA, to be-
come a corporate member. The 
ANTA was authorized by charter 
of Congress in 1935 and is estab-
lishing a foundation to "bring the 
finest theatre to the greatest num-
ber of people." 
Elected because of her "interest 
in the theatre," Miss Hunt will 
have the privilege of voting at 
ANTA annual meetings, will in-
vestigate and report on activities 
and standards of theatre groups in 
the Virginia area and will serve 
in various official capacities de-
signed for improvement of local 
theatrical groups. 
Native Of Ohio 
A native of Conneaut, Ohio, 
Miss Hunt received the bachelor 
of arts degree at Allegheny Col-
lege and the-master of arts from 
Radcliffe College. She has at-
tended Summer sessions at Colum-
bia University and the University 
of Michigan. 
For 21 years the director of the 
William and Mary Theatre, Miss 
Hunt for a time also taught Eng-
lish. She is a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa and Theta Alpha Phi, na-
tional honorary dramatic frater-
nity. 
Always interested in dramatics, 
Miss Hunt started the William and 
Mary Theatre immediately after' 
joining the faculty. 
Backdrop Club To Fill 
Cast O f Varsity Show 
Members of the Backdrop club 
will meet tomorrow at 4 p. m. in 
Washington 200 to go over the 
completed script for the varsity 
show and discuss casting . 
The entire cast will be chosen 
within the next two weeks. Al-
though several songs have been 
written for the production, there 
are still openings for others which 
can be submitted at the general 
meeting tomorrow. 
"We can use a lot more mem-
bers in the Backdrop club, and 
anyone interested in participating 
in the show in any way should at-
tend the meeting tomorrow," stat-
ed Bill Smith, president. He ex-
plained that as many as 150 peo-
ple are needed in the club, which 
now has approximately 50 mem-
bers. 
Material For Year Book 
l o o o lorress This Week 
Material for the 1946-47 issue 
of the COLONIAL ECHO will go 
to press this week, Margie Oak, 
editor, stated yesterday. 
The annual will be issued dur-
ing the last week of the second 
semester. 
February 18 Through 25 On The 
College Calendar 
TUESDAY, February 18 
Colonial Echo meeting—M. W., 7 p. m. 
Backdrop club meeting—Washington 200, 4-6 p. m. 
Dr. Nash, lecture—Phi Beta Kappa, 8 p. m. 
Chorus—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
Basketball intramurals—Jefferson gym, 4-6 p. m. 
Fencing club—Jefferson gym, 3-4 p. m. 
WEDNESDAY, February 19 
-.Orchesis meeting—Great Hall, 4-6 p m. 
Students' American Chemical Society meeting—Rogers 312, 
7:30-8:30 p. m. 
Backdrop club meeting—Washington 200, 4-6 p. m. 
Water Safety Corp meetings-Chandler, 7-8 p. m. 
Choir—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
Vespers—Chapel, 6:30-7 p. m. 
Stage Crew—Phi Beta Kappa, 3-5 p ; m. 
Canterbury club—Chapel, 7:25 a. m. 
Canterbury club—Parish house, 7:15 p. m. 
Basketball intramurals—Jefferson gym', 7-10 p . m. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma initiation—house, 7-8 p. m. 
THURSDAY, February 20 
H2E meeting—Jefferson, 7-8 p. m. 
Eta Sigma Phi meeting—Washington 305, 7-8 p. m. 
Royalist meeting—M. W. 322, 2-4 p. m. 
Kappa Chi Kappa meeting—Barrett east living room, 7-8 p. m. 
Canterbury club—Chapel, 5 p. m. 
Chorus—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
Men's Glee club—Music building, 6:30-7:30 p. m . 
Women's Telegraphic Swimming meet—Blow gym, 7:30-9:30 p. m. 
Fencing club—Jefferson gym, 3-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
Kappa Alpha Theta initiation—house, 7-10 p. m. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma initiation—house, 7-11 p. m. 
Delta Delta Delta initiation—house, 7-10 p. m. 
FRIDAY, February 21 
WSCGA student-faculty reception—Barrett living room, 8-10 p. m. 
Home Economics club tea—Home Management house, 4-6 p. m. 
World Day of Prayer—Chapel, 7:30 p. m. 
Stage Crew—Phi Beta Kappa, 3-5 p. m. 
Marshall-Wythe Seminar—4 p. m. 
Choir—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
Broadcast—Phi Beta Kappa, 7:45 p. m. 
William and Mary vs. Washington and Lee—Blow gym, 8 p. m. 
Pi Beta Phi banquet—Lodge, 6 p . m . 
Mortar Board meeting—Chandler, 3 p . m . 
SATURDAY, February 22 
William and Mary vs. V. M. I.—Blow gym, 8 p. m. 
Basketball intramurals—Jefferson gym, 2-5 p. m. 
Kappa Delta party—house, 2-3 p. m. 
Gamma Phi Beta initiation—house, 5 p. m. 
Orchesis—Great Hall, 1-6 p. m. 
Stage Crew—Phi Beta Kappa, 1:15-5 p. m. 
SUNDAY, February 23 
Canterbury club supper—Parish house, 6-8 p. m. 
Newman club discussion—Parish house, 7-8 p. m. 
Wesley Foundation meeting—Church, 6:45 p. m. 
Westminster Fellowship meeting—Church, 6-8 p. m. 
Baptist Student Union meeting—Church, 6:30-7:30 p. m. 
Theta Alpha Phi meeting—Dodge room, 7 p. m. 
Pi Beta Phi tea—house, 8-5 p. m. ) 
MONDAY, February 24 
Stage, crew—Phi Beta Kappa, 3-5 p. m. 
Men's Glee club—Music building, 6:30-8:30 p. m. ' 
Choir—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
Kappa Alpha Theta banquet—Lodge, 6-9 p. m. 
Kappa Delta initiation—house, 7-10 p. m. 
Alpha Chi Omega initiation—Great Hall, 7-10 p. m. 
Pan-Hellenic council meeting—Wren 200, 7 p . m . 
Kappa Alpha initiation—Chapel, 6-9 p. m. 
TUESDAY, February 25 
Colonial Echo meeting—M. W., 7 p . m . 
Debate council meeting—Apollo room, 4-5 p. m. 
Psychology club meeting—Barrett living room, 7:30-9 p. m. 
Scarab club meeting—Fine Arts building, 7-8 p. m. 
Kappa Delta Pi initiation—Dodge room, 7-9 p. m. 
Biology club meeting—Washington 200, 7-9 p. m. 
Faculty Concert—Bruton Parish, 8:15 p. m. 
Chorus—Music building, 4-5:30 p. m. 
International Relations club meeting—Apollo room, 8-9 p. m. 
Basketball intramurals—Jefferson gym, 4-6 p. m. 
Fencing club—Jefferson gym, 3-4 p. m. 
Stage Crew—Phi Beta Kappa, 3-5 p. m. 
M B A A Cites Contest 
FeaturingBook Review 
By FLETCHER COX 
Solid oscillating lines of inebri-
ated hopefuls have been wending 
their foggy way from downtown 
Williamsburg toward the hallowed 
portals of the college library in 
quest of monetary remuneration 
which they may subsequently 
invest in more of those ever-
flowing suds. Bewildered students 
have watched this mad pilgrimage 
with clear eyes and unclouded 
brains, analytically seeking the ans-
wer to this mass binge. Is it Home-
Robinson To Play 
In Faculty Recital 
Miss Frances O. Robinson, or-
ganist and instructor in fine arts, 
will present the second of the fac-
ulty recitals sponsored by the Col-
lege. Her recital will be given on 
the three-manual Skinner organ 
in Bruton Parish church at 8:15 
p. m. on Tuesday, Feb. 26 . 
Modern Compositions Included 
The program will include com-
positions of Marcello, Daquin, 
Vierne, Bach, Brahms, and Liszt. 
Also included in the group will be 
two modern compositions for the 
organ. 
Miss Robinson's appearances as 
a performer of organ literature 
have been numerous. Among 
these are included recitals given 
at the University of Redlands, the 
First Congregational church at Los 
Angeles, and the Mormon church 
in Washington, D. C. Last spring 
she made appearances with the 
Redlands A Cappella Choir at var-
ious churches throughout southern 
California. 
coming all over again? June Finals 
ahead of time? Tryouts for a 
future William and Mary theatre 
production of "Lost Week-end." 
No! 
The answer is elementary—the 
M. B. A. A. (Master Brewers of 
America, as opposed to the A. A. 
A. A., or Alcoholics Anonymous 
Association of America), braving 
the prohibitionary tempests of the 
"drys," has published a text-
book for brewers of the brew, en-
titled, The Practical Brewer. , A 
contest has been instigated, (first 
prize, $200.00) the terms of which 
are simple: write a review of the 
book, have it published in the 
college paper—no fair drinking 
champagne. College students have 
been selected for this contest, be-
cause only on campuses are to be 
found myriads of beer drinkers 
who can put their thoughts coher-
only upon paper! 
"The wonderful part of this 
book is," stated Argyle Lager "that, 
if the Bluenoses ever push prohi-
bition through again, everyone who 
can read will be able to brew 
suds in his own bath-tub, provided 
he owns a bath-tub and doesn't 
use it often." 
Expert-Professional 
Photography 




Opposite Brown Hall 
— , , • • • » • — — • • • • - • • - » , . . « . . « . . i . . . 
Colonial 
Bowling Parlors 
Under New Management 
SOUTH HENRY ST. Basement of A & P Building 
Open Every Night 
5 MIDNIGHT 
Marsh Talks To A A U W 
On Hampton Roads War 
Dr. Charles Franklin Marsh, 
head of the department of business 
administration, was the principle 
speaker at the regular meeting of 
the AAUW on Tuesday, Feb. 11, 
in the Bruton Parish house. 
Dr. Marsh spoke on "The Im-
pact of the War on the Hampton 
Roads Area." The program was 
planned by Miss Eunice Hall, 
chairman of the social studies 
committee. 
Mrs. C. B. English was hostess 
for the evening. The social hour 
included an informal reception for 
new members. 
M A X R E I G 
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 
The Shop of 
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS 
OLD POST OFFICE BUILDING 
WILLIAMSBURG RESTAURANT 
STEVE SACALIS, Proprietor 
C O L L E G E C O R N E R 
Famous House of Good Foods 
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE GATHERING^ 
Full line of 
WESTERN STEAKS, CHOPS - CHICKEN DINNERS - CHINESE 
FOODS - FRESH SEA FOOD DAILY - AT POPULAR PRICES 
— Air Conditioned — 
PHONE 732 
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Tri-Golor To Engage W&L and VMI 
Braves Bow To Comets 
After Hard Fight, 61-56 
The Indians saw their tournament hopes drop sharply when a last 
minute Washington and Lee rally earned a 61-56 victory for the 
Comets at Lexington last Saturday. 
The Cornets held the lead throughout most of the game; however, 
they never Were able to pile up more than a seven-point advantage at 
any time. With four minutes to go, Charlie Teach and Chet Giermak 
dropped in field goals and the Braves took over, 51-50. 
Action Increases 
At this point the action increas-
ed to an amazing tempo. Harry 
Harner, W&L co-captain, tossed in 
four points on a set shot and a 
lay-up. But the undaunted In-
dians bounced right back. Charlie 
Sokol and Giermak scored four 
markers for the Braves, Teach 
added a free throw, and the 
Tribesmen held a 56-54 advantage. 
with only a minute and a half of 
play time remaining. 
Don Hillock, who led the Comet 
scoring with 16 points, knotted up 
the count at 56-all with a minute 
to play. However, at this point, 
the tired Braves couldn't stop W. 
& L. and*they scored five points to 
annex the victory. 
Giermak Stars 
Throughout the entire game 
Giermak, William and Mary's can-
didate for All-State and All-Con-
ference honors at center, played 
magnificently; his closest contest-
ant for State honors at center, 
Reggie Crockett, dropped in 12 
points for the Comets. Chet net-
ted 23 points to lead both teams 
in scoring and worked excellently 
under the backboards, gathering 
in a large percentage of rebounds. 
See W&L, Page 8 
Conference Record 
W&M, 33; Wake Forest, 40 
W&M, 47; Richmond, 45 
W&M, 34; Richmond, 40 
W&M, 51; Virginia Tech, 40 
W&M, 45; Duke, 69 
W&M, 33; N. C. State, 45 
W&M, 37; George Washington, 32 
W&M, 63; V. M. I., 56 
W&M, 52; V. P. 1., 56 
W&M, 56; Washington & Lee, 61 
Games Remaining 
Feb. 21 W&L, Here 
Feb. 22 V. M. L, Here 
Mar. 1 N. C. State, Here 
W&M and Apprentices 
To Play Return Match 
William and Mary, after a return engagement with the Appren-
tice School at Newport News Wednesday, will return to Blow Gym 
next week end to face two Southern Conference rivals, meeting Wash-
ington and Lee on Friday night and playing host to V.M.I, on Saturday. 
The Apprentices bowed to the Indians here last week by a 66-37 
score and could possibly do a little better on their home court. A 
victory over them will mean nothing except another win added to the 
season's record. . 
Tough Opposition 
SOME OF THE TRIBE'S NUMEROUS-LETTERMEN NOW OUT FOR SPRING PRACTICE. First 
row, left to right: Herb Poplinger, Tom Mikula, Henry Blanc, Co-captain-elect Ralph Sazio, Tommy 
Korczowski, Chet Mackiewicz and Denver Mills. Second row, left to right: Bill Safko, John Pellack, 
Dave Clark, Jack Bruce, Jack Cloud, Tommy Thompson, Frank O'Pella, Lou Hoitsma, Marvin Graham 
On Friday, however, when 
Washington and Lee takes the 
court, the Tribe will be facing 
perhaps their most formidable 
State opponent. The Blue Comets 
will be seeking their second tri-
umph of the season over Dick Gal-
lagher's five, having defeated 
them, 61-56, at Lexington last Sat-
urday. 
Though having only a fair rec-
ord at the beginning of February, 
Coach Carl Wise's quintet seem 
now to have hit their stride and 
are rated as having a better chance 
of receiving a bid to the confer-
ence tournament than any other 
Virginia team. 
Led by Reggie Crockett, their 
sensational freshman c e n t e r , 
Washington and Lee has been 
knocking over opponents right and 
left during the past two weeks. 
They .defeated the dangerous 
Wake Forest Deacons, 65-56, as 
Crockett scored 20-points. Reggie 
got 23 as they trounced Richmond, 
74-41, turning a 33-21 half time 
lead into a rout. 
See FUTURE, Page 8 
Irosh Jo Seek Eighth Win 
Against St. Helena lonight 
The freshman basketball team 
of the College of William and 
Mary will seek their eighth tr i-
umph of the season tonight when 
they meet St. Helena at Blow 
Gym. In the first meeting Of the 
two teams the Tribe was victor-
ious. 
Seventh Win 
Last Thursday night the Braves 
hung up their seventh win in 
eight starts when they knocked 
over the Randolph-Macon B Team, 
42-28. It was the second meet-
ing of the season for the two 
teams; in the first, the Indians 
came out on the long end of a 
53-45 count. 
Will Spence, who was not able 
to find the range in the early 
games this year, tossed in 18 
points to lead both teams in the 
game with the Jackets. 
Braves Rally 
The first half was evenly play-
ed, and the half time score was 
17-14. However, after intermis-
sion the Indians began to find the 
range with a great deal of accu-
racy and soon surged into the lead 
with a 10-point margin. Spence, 
with 11 points in the second half, 
led the scoring; Vic Janega set up 
several plays and his defensive 
work was excellent. 
As the second half started, Ed-
monds, Randolph-Macon forward, 
narrowed the gap to two points 
with a charity toss. After an ex-
change of baskets the Indians ral-
lied. Mallory, who earlier in the 
week played a few minutes of 
varsity ball, dumped -in four 
points, Spence and Janega each 
added a field goal and the Indians 
had a 10-point lead, 27-17. The 
lead proved to be insurmountable 
and the Braves annexed their 
seventh win, 42-28. 
In addition to the St. Helena 
game tonight, the Braves have a 
game scheduled with the Duke 
Blue Devils' B team. This game 
will be played at Blow Gym on 
Feb. 26. 
Tribe Defeats VMI, 63-56 
Chet Giermak scored 25 points, 
the highest number registered by 
a William and Mary player this 
season, as the Indians defeated 
V.M.I., 63-56, last Thursday at 
Lexington. 
The lanky center piled up al-
most half as many markers as the 
entire Keydet team could tally, 
leading the Indians to their fourth 
Southern Conference victory in 
eight starts. Charlie Sokol had 
probably his best night of the 
campaign, running second to Gier-
mak with 16 points. 
Early Lead 
Dick Gallagher's quintet jumped 
into an early lead which they 
never relinquished. Trailing, 39-
25, at the beginning of the second 
half, V.M.I, narrowed the gap 
somewhat in the third and fourth 
quarters but was unable to break 
through the Tribe defense often 
enough to make any serious threat. 
Captain Ross Walker, guard, 
and. Bobby Kuzma, forward, led 
the losers with 12 points each. 
The lineups: 
W. & M. G F 
Sokol, f 6 4 
Teach, f 4 1 " 
Bellamy, f :.l 0 
Giermak, c 9 7 
Holley, c 1 2 
'xreen, g 2 3 
Lex, g 0 0 
Steckroth, g 0 0 











Totals 23 17 63 
V.M.I. G F T 
Kuzma, f 4 4 12 
Fain, f 4 3 11 
Ward, c 1 3 5 
Keesling, c 1 0 2 
Walker, g 5 2 12 
Thomason, g 4 0 8 
Irwin, g 0 1 1 
Russell, g 2 1 5 
Totals .....21 14 56 
Half time score: W and M. 39; 
VMI, 25. 

















































Dick Hungerford, who joined 
the Indian squad at the beginning 
of the second semester and aided 
them in earning two Southern 
Conference victories, has been de-
clared ineligible for the remainder 
of the season. 
This ruling was made by the 
Conference executive committee 
after discussion of the league rule 
affecting transfer students. Hun-
gerford attended the University 
of Virginia for one term, the sec-
ond semester of the 1945-46 school, 
participating in no athletics. 
Hungerford enrolled at William 
and Mary at the beginning of the 
1946 summer session and had com-
pleted two semesters by Feb. 1. 
School officials interpreted the 
transfer rule to mean that a stu-
dent who changed schools was eli-
gible for competition after two 
semesters. In accordance with this 
belief, they assumed it was legal 
for Hungerford to join the basket-
ball team. 
But in deliberating on this and 
several similar cases at other 
schools, the executive committee 
interpreted the rule otherwise. 
Athletic Director R. N. McCray 
made the following statement con-
cerning the matter: "The executive 
committee of the Southern Con-
ference has ruled that for purposes 
of establishing eligibility in the 
case of transfer students, the one-
year residence requirement shall 




Despite the efforts of Chet Gier-
mak and Charlie Sokol, who ac-
counted for nearly three-fourths 
of the William and Mary scoring, 
Virginia Tech kept plugging away 
throughout the game and defeated 
the Indians, 56-52, last Friday at 
Blacksburg. 
Giermak dropped in 18 points, 
while Sokol got 17, but their ac-
curacy was unavailing since the 
combined efforts of the rest of the 
squad totaled no more than the 
number which Charlie got by him-
self. 
Gobblers Retaliate 
In winning, the Gobblers aveng-
ed a 50-41 setback which they re-
ceived at Williamsburg and con-
siderably dampened the Tribe's 
hopes for a bid* to the Southern 
Conference tournament. 
Led by Sokol, who dominated 
the first half with 10 points, the 
Indians rolled lip a 6-0 advantage 
in the first . two-and-one-half 
minutes of play and shortly after-
ward had increased their margin 
to 17 points. V.P.I., however, 
came back to narrow the gap 
quickly and at halftime they trail-
ed by only 23-21. 
Giermak Stars 
Giermak took over in the second 
half, tallying 14 of the. 29 markers 
which the Braves got after inter-
Upsets Indians 
Spurt, 56-52 
mission. But the work of Joe 
Ruddell and Crennie Reed, Tech 
forwards, kept the home forces in 
the game until they could knot 
the count at 45-45 in the last five 
minutes and take a lead which 
they held until the final whistle. 
The victory "Was the third con-
ference win for the Gobblers in 
nine starts. The Redmen's league 
record now stands at four and 
five. 
The lineups: 
W. & M. G F T 
Sokol, f 7 3 17 
Teach, f : 1 2 4 
Bellamy, f 0 0 0 
Magdziak, f 0 0 0 
Giermak, c 8 2 18 
Holley, c ,2 1 5 
Green, g 2 1 5 
Lex, g 1 1 3 
Atkins, g 0 0 0 
Totals 21 10 52 
Virginia Tech G F T 
Ruddell, f 8 1 71 
Reed, f 5 4 14 
Ashburner, f 1 2 4 
Caravati, f .# 0 4 4 
Phillips, c .2 2 6 
Dickson, c 0 0 0 
Harris, g 0 3 3 
Chambers, g 2 4 8 
Totals 18 20 56 
INTRAMURALS 
The intramural basketball tour-
nament entered its second week 
without the shape of either cham-
pionship race taking form. 
In the Independent division Go-
Getters defeated City Slickers, 40-
14, and Vets "C" beat 221 Rich-
mond Road, 26-21. George Frickej 
in addition to being Go-Getters' 
high scorer with 11 points, was an 
excellent play maker and strong 
on defense. 
Phi Tau Wins 
In the Fraternity League Phi 
Kappa Tau topped Theta Delt, 
35-20, and in one of the closest 
games played to date, Sigma Rho 
nosed out Pi Kappa Alpha, 32-30. 
The losers led until the last three 
seconds of play when Gene Mag-
liaro's lay-up knotted the count at 
26-all and sent the game into over-
time. In the extra period the lead 
changed hands several times be-
fore Sigma Rho tallied the de-
ciding basket. Harry Robison of 
Pi Kappa Alpha gave the best one-
man performance, scoring 13 
points in this game. 
There are 55 men entered in the 
handball tourney. First-round 
drawings have been listed on the 
intramural bulletin board on the 
first floor of Blow Gym. Deadline 
for the playing of rounds are: 
First, Mar. 1; second, Mar. 15; 
third, Mar. 22; Quarter-finals, 
"Mar. 26; Semi-finals, Mar. 28; and 
Finals, Mar. 29. 
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CHARLIE TEACH 
Charlie Teach, Navy Veteran, 
Returns To Pre-War Form 
By BOB DOLL 
Number three man in the Indian 
scoring column is battling Charlie 
Teach. The California court vet-
eran, who played under Coach 
Dick Gallagher in the Navy, is 
rapidly approaching top form 
again as evidenced by his stellar 
play in recent games. 
Coming back to thie hardwood 
after a two-year lay-off, hand-
some Charlie has been a consistent 
ball player all year. Lately his 
shooting eye has been responsible 
for doubling his scoring total of 
pre-examination play. 
Scoring Weapon 
Teach's main scoring weapon is 
.an uncanny backhand shot from 
under the basket. This remark-
able shot is virtually unblockable. 
Besides being dangerous as a scor-
ing threat, his main forte is prob-
ably his rebounding and defensive 
play. His man is lucky indeed 
when he gets a clear or "on bal-
ance" crack at the hoop. In his 
smooth, unassuming style of play, 
Charlie has proved himself to be 
a regular performer and a vital 
cog in the 1947 Tribe quintet. 
Basketball has been one" of 
Charlie's principal habits for a 
long time. In high school at Long 
Beach Polytechnical Institute, he 
played for four years. Following 
his graduation, he entered Long 
Beach Junior College. Here, in 
his second year, he captained this 
team to the California State Junior 
College Championship. 
In September, 1942, he joined 
the Navy and spent two years as 
an enlisted man. He was then 
appointed to midshipmen's school 
at Northwestern. From there he 
went to Harvard and then to 
active duty as a commissioned 
officer. 
Service Play 
While stationed at Gross He, 
Mich, in 19.44, he played basket-
ball under Lieutenant-Commander 
Dick Gallagher. Here Charlie had 
a good year, averaging ten points 
a game. The team also compiled 
a notable record, winning 20 
games while losing only three. 
This contact with Gallagher was 
the factor that influenced Teach's 
matriculation at William and Mary. 
Teach also played another year 
of service basketball at the Los 
Alemeda Naval Reserve Station 
in California. 
So it may be noted from 
Charlie's play and record that he 
is .a seasoned campaigner. The 
24-year-old, ex-Navy man has one 
more year of college basketball 
eligibility left. It will probably 
be expended at William and Mary 
as Charlie regards Coach Gallag-
her as "an excellent man to play 
under" and William and Mary as 
a school "conducive to study and 
harboring a friendly ,receptive 
student body." 
Teach is taking a straight busi-
ness course. Besides playing a 
high brand of basketball, Charlie 
has found time to register a better 
than average scholastic record. 
Next year should find him achiev-
ing even greater success in both. 
Coed AquaticTeam 
To Swim Thursday 
William and Mary's varsity co-
ed swimming team is undergoing 
a rigorous five-practices-per-week 
schedule in preparation for the 
first telegraphic meet on Feb. 20. 
Six newcomers, including sev-
eral freshmen, will join forces 
with six returning stars from last 
year's varsity. The team will again 
be coached by Dr. Caroline Sin-
clair and Marty Adams will serve 
as manager. 
. Listed among the returnees are 
Jane Oblender, Bonnie Green, Pat 
Arnold, Bobby Majesky, Marty 
Adams and Jo Hubbell. Frances 
Hawley, Celine Reinbrecht, Ann 
Hirsh, Mary Emerson, Mary Wil-
cox and Virginia Till will round 
out the sauad. 
In the annals of William and 
Mary's football history, the worst 
defeat administered to the Indians 
was in 1920, when N. C. State wal-
loped the Tribe, 81-0. William 
-and Mary has yet to turn in a vic-
tory against the Wolfpack. 
WEST END VALET 
C L E A N I N G A N D P R E S S I N G S E R V I C E 
S U I T S T A I L O R E D T O O R D E R 
Done Right For Your Delight 
T R Y U S F O R Y O U R N E X T C L E A N I N G J O B 
607 PRINCE GEORGE PHONE 43 
Squaw Sextet Suffers Second Cage Defeat 
As Sheffield Leads Sweetbriar To Victory 
By BETTY COUMBE 
Ann Sheffield led a strong 
Sweetbriar sextet to victory over 
William and Mary's co-ed varsity, 
29-10, in Jefferson Gym last 
Saturday. 
Suffering their second straight 
defeat, the Squaws watched 
the Lynchburg team grab an early 
9-3 lead. They were never able to 
pull even thereafter. 
Early Lead 
In the first minute of play Shef-
field converted a throw and Luke 
.added two points on an overhand 
toss. Smith put in a gratis throw 
and a lay-up for the locals which 
were nullified by a pair of long 
set shots registered by Levis. 
The scoring during the remain-
der of the first stanza was divided 
between Sheffield and Luke, each 
chalking up two goals, while Pas-
sow added one point to the losers' 
total. The score at halftime read 
16-4 in the visitors' favor. 
Sweetbriar lost no time in im-
proving its score at the beginning 
of the second half. Sheffield and 
Levis, aided by the excellent 
teamwork of their guards, again 
combined forces and produced 10 
points in rapid succession. Jimmie 
Murphy interrupted this spree 
long enough to mark up two points 
for the Squaws. 
This proved to be the end of 
the Sweetbriar scoring threat. 
During the entire last quarter the 
Tri-Color defense permitted the 
victors only two goals, one of 
which was a free throw, while 
Murphy and Passow swished 
through several points. 
Teamwork Lacking 
Although the Squaws handled 
the ball well on the separate 
halves of the court, it was abvious 
from the outset that the guards 
and forwards lacked coordination. 
All too frequently, passes from the 
guards to the forwards were inter-
cepted by the- rival guards. On 
other occasions the. ball was just 
"thrown away" with the result 
that most of the action took place 
in the enemy's territory. 
William and Mary's forward 
line situation was further impeded 
by the loss of Frances Hawley. 
Hawley's quick passes and fast 
floorwork were sorely missed. 
Time and again the forwards were 
boxed up and could not get free 
to shoot. 
Reserves Lose1 
The Norfolk division invaded 
Williamsburg last Wednesday and 
defeated the reserve team, 22-16. 
Jerry Jerow took scoring honors 
with 11 points; however, she fouled 
out of the game early in the 
second half. Hourriet and Did-
lake rang up 16 points to pace 
the winners. 
Perry, Jerow and Riddle, for-
wards, and guards Hall, Allen and 
Obitz played for the reserves. 
The Norfolk team was composed 
of Didlake, Bishop and Hourriet 
as forwards and Digges, Conway 
and Hansler playing on the defense. 
Future Game 
Tomorrow the Squaws will 
journey to Richmond to meet the 
Westhampton sextet. The start-
ing lineup is indefinite; however, 
the Williamsburg squad will be 
out to avenge the defeat handed 
last year's team by the Rich-
monders. 
Get A Mew Jeep Now! 
Some few new Willys Civilian jeeps 
Available Now 
Others — Delivery in a few days 
Fully enclosed top — Neat, Compact 
Call, Wri te or See 
D. R. CULLINAN 
HARMAN MOTOR CO. , INC. 
720 W. Broad Street, Richmond, Va. Dial 7-1979 
rsiArM 
Tculcft 
P > OdtCINAl 
teenlia tl id atetc 
WITH COSMOS STUDS 
NAN TAILOR 
CURVES THE CLASSIC 
Soft as a spring breeze . . . 
pretty enough for every 
occasion, with every line a 
flattering one. For added 
interest: sunburst yoke and 
two bright blossom studs, 
like the cosmos in your garden. 
In a luxury rayon crepe hy 
Duplex. Tropic aqua, Misty rose 
Bonbon blue, navy or black. 
Sizes 12 to 20. 
$ 1 7 . 9 5 
CASE Y;S, INC. 
JirunAuIa Chopping Cznier 
WILLIAMSBURG .VIRGINIA 
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Intramural Representatives Pack Lives 
With Meetings, Trials and Tribulations 
By FRANCES HAWLEY 
An intramural representative is 
chosen yearly by each sorority and 
dormitory to supervise the parti-
cipation of these organizations in 
all intra-mural competition. This 
reporter would like to bring these 
girls to "light" in a series of two 
columns. 
Chi Omega has as its delegate 
Carol Beinbrink. Known to every-
one as "C. B.," we find that she 
not only directs the activities for 
her sorority, but that she also 
contributes her talents to quite a 
few intramural teams. Handi-
capped this year by a recurring 
brain concussion, C. B. has had 
to sacrifice her position on the 
varsity basketball team and intra-
mural swimming team for less 
strenuous sports. She frequently 
is seen across the -bridge table 
giving her opponents a battle. 
' Also, she grabs a whistle and 
assumes a coach's job for sorority 
basketball. 
Phi Mu Reports 
Delbres Desmond, representative 
for Phi Mu sorority was just put-
ting on her night cap when this 
reporter cornered her to find out 
just what was the job of the 
"intramural reps." She related, 
with a sigh, "that the many duties 
could be summed up as follows: 
acquire enough girls to form teams 
fbr the different sports; arrange 
all the practice's; attend intramural 
meetings; submit list of eligible 
students to the faculty intramural 
WILLIAMSBURG 
DRUG C O . 
THE REXALL STORE 
Duke of Gloucester Street 
in 
Old Post Office Building 
head; get scorers and timers for 
the games." According to Dolores, 
it's just "one big job." 
Sophomore Claire Brinley han-
dles the "red tape" of the sports 
for the Tri. DeltsV Her interest 
varies in sp0rt6 from horseback 
riding, her favorite, to swimming. 
However, here at the college she 
plays basketball and hockey. When 
approached about her duties as 
intramural representative she said, 
"Oh, they are the same as all the 
others." 
Jewell Heads KD 
The girl who cracks the whip 
for the Kappa Delts is Virginia 
Jewell. "Ginny" is able to get in 
on most all of the intramural 
games, aside from her job as rep-
resentative. Though it seems soft-
ball and badminton are on the top 
of her list, she is there for basket-
Squaws To Enter 
Fencing Tourney 
Meeting on Feb. 10, the Women's 
Athletic Association discussed the 
possibilities of the SQuaw fencing 
team's participating in the Inter-
collegiate Fencing Tournament. 
The Association voted to have the 
fencers take part if the two obsta-
cles concerning spring vacations 
could be removed. 
The Association discussed the 
need for more publicity for wo-
men's sports. Bulletin boards were 
considered as a means of keeping 
the dormitories posted on sports 
events. 
Tentative plans for the W. A. A. 
awards outing in the spring were 
discussed. It was also suggested 
to have some award for girls who 
have over 500 intramural points 
because after the 500-point mark 
has been reached there is nothing 
to work for.. 
The nominations committee met 
last Saturday, Feb. 15. to nominate 
candidates for next year's offices. 
There are now 11 members of 
the Fencing club and tryouts will 
be held soon. 
The Management of the 
WILLIAMSBURG THEATRE 
is proud to announce that 
it has secured for the only 
PENINSULA engagement . . . 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 
February 26, 27 and 28 
LAURENCE 
. OLIVIER 





PRESENTED BY THE THEATRE GUILD f, 
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 
3 DAYS ONLY 
All Seats Reserved 
[Mat. 3:30 — Eve. 8:00 
Phone 475 
"One of the greatest motion pictures ever made." 
— N A T ' L BOARD OF REVIEW. 
"A truly great picture, acted to perfection, beautiful to look 
at and a joy to hear." — A L F R E D L U N T 
"The Best Picture of the Year" — N . Y. CRITICS 
RESERVE 
YOUR SEATS 
N O W ! 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 
in Theatre Lobby Each 
Day from 3:30-10:00 p. m. 
MATJNEES AT 3:30 
Front Orchestra .'. $1.20 
(Front Six Rows) 
Orchestra 1.80 
E V E N I N G S A T 8:00 
Front Orchestra $1.80 
(Front Six Rows) 
Orchestra 2 40 
All Prices Include Tax 
ball, swimming and tennis. 
Interested not only in the valu-
able "points" accumulated through 
intramural participation, but also 
in the slogan "fun for everyone," 
we came across Jackie Freer. To 
most of us this name brings to 
mind Jackie as captain of last 
year's varsity swimming team. 
Difficulties arose, though, and the 
Kappa Kappa Gamma's represen-
tative stresses only intramural 
basketball this year. Other than 
this she is secretary of WAA. 
Coumbe Is Inspiration 
And the 'last but not, least in 
this Sport Cavalcade is Betty 
Coumbe, the Alpha Chi Omega 
representative. She dashes and 
scrambles around every night to 
give the Alpha Chi's that spirit 
of fight. Also we see Coumbe as a 
member of the varsity tennis team 
and also playing badminton, soft-
ball, ping pong and bridge for 
intramural teams. 
The intramural representative 
shoulders great responsibility in 
handling these previously men-
tioned duties. This reporter would 
like to take this opportunity to 
recognize their services and to 
bring again next week more girls 
who do this job of intramural 
representation. We take off our 
hats to these girls and urge them 
to keep up the splendid job. 
W&MBridgeTeam 
Plays In Tourney 
Participants representing Wil-
liam and Mary in the National 
Ihtercoiiegiate Bridge Tournna-
ment piayed Wednesday, Feb. 12, 
in Barrett iiving room at 7 p. m. 
Four pairs were required 'to 
compete. Of these, four were 
women who were high scorers in 
the intramural tournament. Mar-
tha Lamborn and Alice Sloan, 
Gamma Phi, and Eustelle Ryan 
and Helen Franklin, Phi Mu, 
competed. 
The men partners were Banks 
T'alley and Warren Smith, and 
Willard Smith and Ed Knowles. 
Howard Smith, who is in charge 
of intramurals, was game manager. 
Preliminary Games 
These were just the preliminary 
games with the finals to be held 
in Chicago, Apr. 18 and 19. Vir-
ginia, Ohio and West Virginia are 
located in the same zone. 
The bridge hands were set by 
a master sheet. Score-sheets were 
sent to Chicago and the results 
will be announced by March' 15. 
Winners Compete 
The winners in this zone will be 
invited to Chicago by the Inter-
college Bridge Tournament Com-
mittee to compete with the win-
ners of the other zones. The 
committee will pay for the hotel 
and travel expenses and meals. 
Intramural Slate 
Intramural schedule for Feb. 19-25 
WEDNESDAY— 
League B — 4-5 p. m. 
Tri Delt vs. Pi Phi 
League A — 7-8:30 p. m. 
Chi Omega vs Theta 
Jefferson vs Chandler 
THURSDAY — 
League B — 4-6 p. m. 
Phi Mu vs Alpha Chi 
Jefferson (2) vs Chi O (3) 
SATURDAY— 
League A — 2-3:30 p. m. 
Kappa, Delta vs. Kappa 
Jefferson vs Barrett 
3:30-5 p. m. 
Gamma Phi (2) vs. Kappa (2) 
Tri Delt (2) vs Chi O (2) 
CO-ED CAGERS. Shirley Lyons, No. 13, of Jefferson hall, 
and Sue Mines, of Barrett, chase the ball in an intramural game 
between the two dormitories. Player at far right is Ann Cleaver, 
Jefferson. Jefferson won, 31-13. 
Kappa, Gamma Phi, Alpha Chi 
Score Decisive Court Wins 
By JEMMIE MURPHY 
'• < 
Starting the intramural season 
off with a bang, Martha Lamborn 
led Gamma Phi to the first win of 
the season against Kappa Delta 
last Tuesday night by the score 
of 28-11. 
The lithe forward garnered 21 
points to gain top scoring honors 
for this first week of competition. 
Ginny Jewell led KD with six 
points. Gamma Phi's second team 
also won by default from Kappa 
Delta's second team. 
Kappa Wins 
Using their height to great ad-
vantage, Kappa Kappa Gamma 
routed Kappa Alpha Theta to the 
tune of 35-13. Betsy DeVol tossed 
15 points through the hoops to 
capture the scoring honors for 
this battle and paced Kappa on 
to their victory. Betty Littlefield 
and Dotty Baitsell scored six 
points- apiece and between them 
accounted for all but one of 
Theta's points. The Kappa second 
team likewise rolled over Theta's 
second team 23-8. Barbara Hum-
phrey was the /.standout in this 
fray, tallying 15 of her team's 
points. ' 
Alpha Chi Triumphs 
Scoring 18 of their 22 points in 
the first half, Alpha Chi Omega 
went on to defeat Tri Delta 22-13. 
The.Tri Delts, led by Dotsy The-
dick, put on a surge in the last 
half but couldn't match the score 
Alpha Chi garnered in their high-
scoring first half. Betty Coumbe 
and Dotty Ellett led Alpha Chi 
with ten and eight points respec-
tively. 
Janie Cornwell sank six baskets 
for a total of 12 points as .her'Tri 
Delt second team went down to 
an 18-14 defeat at the hands of 
the Gamma Phi Beta second team. 
Lou Hostetter gathered eight 
points to lead her team to victory. 
A V I A T I O N S E R V I C E , I N C . 
D i s t r i b u t o r o f P i p e r C u b 
STUDENT INSTRUCTION CHARTER SERVICE 
SIGHTSEEING FLIGHTS 
SPECIAL COURSES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
2 Miles West on Route No. 60 
C O L L E G E A I R P O R T T E L E P H O N E 2 6 5 
Barrett Swamped 
In the dormitory league Jeffer-
son swamped Barrett by the score 
of 31-13. Gail Watson tallied 11 
points to capture' the high scoring 
honors for this fray and led Jef-
ferson to victory. 
High scorers for the week: 
Martha Lamborn, Gamma Phi 
Beta, 21 points, Betsy DeVol, 
Kap$a Kappa Gamma, 15 points, 
Barbara Humphrey, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, 15 points, Jane Cornwell, 
Tri Delt, 12 points, Gail Watson, 
Jefferson, 11 points, Betty Coumbe, 
Alpha Chi Omega, ten points, Ann 
Norman, Kappa Kappa Gamma, 
nine points, Norma Burgess, Jef-
fefson, nine points, Dotsy Thedick, 
Tri Delta, eight points, Dotty 
Ellett, Alpha Chi Omega, eight 
points, Lou Hostetter, Gamma Phi 
Beta, eight points. 
Conference Race 
(Statistics Include Saturday's 
Games). 
W L Pet. 
Duke 8 1 .889 
N. C. State 9 2 .818 
North Carolina 6 2 .750 
South Carolina 7 3 .700 
Maryland ......>. 6 4 .600 
W. and L :.. 6 4 .600 
Richmond 5 4 .556 
Wake Forest 7 6 .538 
Davidson 5 5 .500 
G. W 4 4 .500 
W. and M. 4 : 6 .400 
Virginia Tech '. 3 6 .333 
Furman 3 6 .333 
Clemson 2 8 .200 
Virginia Military 1 6 .143 
Citadel 0 9 .000 
Big Six 
Wash, and Lee 4 0 1.000 
Richmond 4 3 .571 
William & Mary 4 4 .500 
Virginia 3 3 .500 
Virginia Tech 3 4 .429 
Virginia Military 0 4 .000 
Gardiner T. Brooks 
Real Estate — Insurance 
Rentals 
Duke of Gloucester Street 
PHONE 138 
FOR SALE 
Top Suit Size 38 
Nearly New 
$25.00 
Phone 464 719 Richmond Rd. 
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TRIBE TOPICS 
By ED GRIFFIN 
With the Southern Conference race swinging into its final 
stages, the league teams are intensifying their efforts in hopes of 
gaining a tournament berth. Only a few schools are definitely out 
of the running and the other 10 or 11 are battling to wind up in 
the first division. 
The Indians still retain a mathematical chance- of receiving a 
tourney bid. Though they have a record of four and six, there are 
three more loop contests remaining on the schedule. It is extremely 
unlikely that any squad with less than a .500 percentage will be 
invited. Therefore, it is necessary that they sweep all three tilts. 
This is highly improbable. 
William and Mary faces Washington and Lee on Friday, V. M. I. 
on Saturday and N. C. State on the following Saturday. They will 
probably be favored only when they take on the Keydets. < The other 
two opponents are two of the toughest in the conference. 
One consoling thought is that Blow Gym will be the scene of 
all three contests. Coach Dick Gallagher's quintet has won seven 
times on their home floor, while losing only once. .The sole defeat 
was the 40-34 setback at the hands of Richmond, suffered when the 
Tribe blew up in the last, quarter. 
V. M. I. shouldn't give too much trouble. The Braves took 
them into camp at Lexington last week in a comparatively easy 
fashion as Chet Giermak poured in 25 points and Charlie Sokol 
accounted for 16. But before the Keydet clash the Redmen play 
host to Washington and Lee. And that's bad. 
The Blue Comets are the State's most improved team this year. 
Carl Wise's mem, several of whom are freshmen, have begun to 
click and will be about as hard to stop as a snowball rolling down-
hill. They have four or five candidates for All-State honors. 
Reggie Crockett, one of their yearling aces, will probably be fighting 
it out with Giermak for the center position. 
Don Hillock, another freshman, and Harry Harner will merit 
consideration for the forward spots, while Clancy Ballenger and 
George Pierson will be in the running for guard positions. 
The Comets have been coming like a house afire for the past 
two weeks, blasting several foes into submission by lopsided scores 
and setting a team record by burying Clemson, 101-56. These are 
the men which W&M has to try to stop Friday. 
Should the Tri-Color get past W&L, there would still be one 
formidable league enemy left, the Red Terrors from North Carolina 
State. The conquerors of N. Y. U. have already clinched a tourna-
ment bid and will not have as much incentive as the home, quint. 
In spite of this, however, they should be just as tough, if not tougher, 
than Washington and Lee. If William and Mary gets a tourney 
invitation, it will be well earned. 
CONCERNING BASEBALL SALARIES 
Ted Williams, the mighty mauler of the Boston Red Sox, will 
draw a salary this year that is reputed to be approximately $75,000, 
and this figure has been causing several baseball magnates to criti-
cize the Boston management, saying that no good will come of paying 
such enormous wages. 
Eddie Collins, general manager of the Red Sox, apparently 
stood it for as long as he could and then loosed a verbal blast at bis 
detractors saying, "It's time Sam Breadon, Clark Griffith and Herb 
Pennock minded their own business." 
Collins stated that he was tired of hearing this trio moan that 
salary boosts threaten to shake the financial structure of the major 
leagues. Said Eddie, "We're paying Williams' salary; they're not." 
Hejrequested that his fellow executives "let Tom Yawkey and me 
run our own affairs." 
Collins' critics apparently fear that the generosity off the Boston 
club will make-their own players dissatisfied with their compara-
tively small salaries. Both Breadon and Griffith are widely known 
as being notoriously slow men with a dollar. The whole Cardinal 
infield combined probably doesn't get nearly as much as $75,000. 
Collins is entirely justified in his complaint. Generosity is 
something to be commended instead of criticized. If this example 
were followed, it would greatly benefit the numerous ballplayers 
who earn thousands upon thousands of dollars for their clubs and 
yet are paid only a fraction of what they are w«8th. 
SKIRTS in SPORTS 
By BETTY COUMBE 
At the intramural basketball 
games this week: Martha Lamborn 
ringing up 21 points . . . 4' 9" 
Bev Bass executing a set shot 
from the mid-stripe — and almost 
making it . . . Olivia Gillespie 
and Petie Moll starring for Chand-
ler . . . Eegie Grant playing a 
bang-up game at guard but being 
penalized for walking . . . Burnsie 
Weston intercepting passes . . . 
Weezie McNabb guarding Betsy 
DeVol . . . The Pi Phi's and Phi 
Mu's scrambling on the floor. 
Here and there: the umpires 
being concerned mainly with "toss" 
balls . . . Chi O second team 
versus Chi O third team, all in 
fun . . . Editor Easley conquering 
other fields in basketball. 
Varsity Anecdotes: Betty Boren-
stein yelling "cut for center" amid 
much confusion . . . Grace Kern 
adding color to the game with a 
yellow balloon . . . Sweetbriar sex-
tet very calm and collected . . . 
Miss Barksdale masterminding (?) 
from the window sill . . . Frances 
Hawley not in the line-up . . . 
Why? 
Preliminary events: Chandler 
dropping fiarrett, 40-15 . . . De-
fending champs Chi Omega victor-
ious over Kappa Delta, 37-11 . . . 
Chi O's • third team going down 
before the second team, 37-13. 
Undercover jobs: Betty Gall ar-
ranging for timers and scorers . . . 
Mary Ann Hook keeping the intra-
mural schedules up to date . . . 
Lois Willis hostessing . . . Kilroy 
wanted as invincible seventh 
Squaw eager . . . Jo Hubbell and 
Marty Adams vital statisticing on 
the sidelines. 
Coming attractions: Oblender, 
Adams, Arnold and company in 
swimming debut Thursday . . . Co-
ed cagers trying again at West-
hampton tomorrow . . . Chi Omega 
opposing Theta tomorrow at 7 
p. m. Four interleague con-
tests scheduled for Saturday after-
noon. 
Dots and dashes: People con-
spicuous by their absence from 
the swimming and basketball 
varsities . . . Physical Ed. instruc-
tors perplexed over sports attitude 
of women students . . . For ans-
wers refer to WAA red-tape book. 
W&L 
(Continued from Page 5) 
In the three games William and 
Mary played on their western tour 
of the state Giermak scored 66 
points, an average of 22 a game. 
He was also the highest scoring 
player on the floor for either 
team in every game. His oppon-
ents included the W&L aces, Hil-
lock and Harner, V.P.I.'s Joe 
Ruddell and V. M. I.'s Bobby 
Kuzma. 
In the game with W&L, Charlie 
Teach gave Giermak excellent 
support by dropping in six field 
goals and six charity tosses for a 
total of 18 points. Charlie Sokol, 
who was outstanding against V.P.I. 
and V.M.I, was held to eight 
points by the close guarding 
Comets, but his floor work was 
good. Oh the three-game tour 
Sokol aided the Tribe cause with 
an average of 13.7 points per 
game. Johnny Green and Buddy 
Lex, the starting guards, added to 
the scoring wi th ' two and five 
points respectively. 
Indian Record 
The loss for William and Mary 
gives them a Conference record of 
four wins and six defeats—thereby 
placing them pretty far down the 
list when it comes to the picking 
of the eight tournament teams. 
However, the Braves could redeem 
themselves this week end when 
they meet two conference' foes. In 
the state Big Six race, the Indians 
are in third place with a 4-4 rec-
ord. They trail both Richmond 
and Washington' and Lee. 
The box score: 
W. & M. G F T 
Sokol, f 4 0 8 
Bellamy, f 0 0 0 
Teach, f 6 6 18 
Magdziak, f 0 v0 0 
Giermak, c 10 3 23 
Holley, g 0 0 0 
Green, g 1 0 2 
Atkins, g 0 0 0 
Lex, g 2 1 5 
Steckroth, g 0 0 0 
Totals 23 10 56 
W. & L. G F T 
Hillock, f 6 4 16 
Harner, f 6 3 15 
Crockett, c 4 4 12 
Ferguson, c 0 0 0 
Ballenger, g 1 1 3 
Vinson, g 2 1 5 
Chipley, g 3 0 6 
Pierson, g 2 0 4 
Bryan, g 0 0 0 
Ulaki, g 0 0 0 
Totals 24 13 61 




In preparation for the tourna-
ments in the near future, the 
fencing club is practicing Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings. 
Dr. Caroline Sinclair released 
the names of several girls who 
will comprise the varsity team. 
These girls are as follows: Janet 
Campbell, Jane Seaton, Barbara 
Hughes, Virginia Rassinier, Ann 
Anderson, Elizabeth Ewart and 
Jane Ann Hogg. Showing great 
improvement and possibilities are 
Isabelle Clarke, Rowena Hall, Dot-
sie Thedick and Jane Ulhendorf. 
When the varsity team journies 
to New York in April they will 
be tutored by famous fencing mas-




BECOME AN EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
• Prepare for a successful career! 
Supplement your academic education 
with Berkeley training. Special Ex-
ecutive Secretarial Course for College 
Women combines technical subjects 
with background courses in Business 
Administration. 
Small classes. Personalized instruc-
tion. Rapid mastery. Distinguished 
faculty. Effective placement service. 
For Catalog, address Director. 
420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
8 Church St., White Plains, N. Y. 
22 Prospect Street, East Orange, N. J . 
mmiMjsmom 
ACTION IN APPRENTICE GAME. Johnny Green, No. 20, 
and Charlie' Sokol, No. 26, converge on a loose ball in game played 
here last week against the Newport News Apprentice School squad. 
William and Mary took an,easy 66-37 win. 
Future 
(Continued from Page 5) 
Super Performance 
But their most supercharged 
performance of the season came on 
Feb. 10, when they played host to 
Clemson. With Crockett collect-
ing 26 markers, the Comets buried 
the Tigers under an avalanche 
of baskets and chalked up a 101-
56 triumph. 
Co-captains Clancy Ballenger 
and Harry Harner played their 
parts excellently, accounting for 
19 and 17 points, respectively. Don 
Hillock and George Pierson also 
reached the double numbers, get-
ting 10 each. 
Maryland is the only team which 
has downed W&L twice. The 
Terrapins turned the trick by 
scores of 65-60 and 59-50. The 
Comets also suffereS a defeat at 
the hands of George Washington, 
going down by 67-56. 
Keydets Hopeful 
On Saturday V.M.I, arrives, 
hoping to make up for the 63-56 
beating they got from the Redmen 
at Lexington last T h u r s d a y , 
Though out, of the race for Sou-
thern Conference honors, the Key-
dets might be able to pull one up-
set before the season ends. 
Lloyd Roberts' men have been 
on the short end of the score a 
majority of times this year and 
they seem to be limited in both 
offense and defense. 
V.M.I, didn't achieve its first 
conference victory until last Tues-
day when they eked out a decision 
over Clemson, 64-63. And they 
were almost defeated by a score-
keeper's error. At the end of the 
game, the scoreboard registered 64 
points for each team and an over-
time period was about to begin. A 
check of the scorebooks, however, 
showed that Clemson had been 
credited with an unearned point; 
and the game was awarded to 
V. M. I. 
Bobby Kuzma and Steele Mcln-
tyre, forwards, and Captain Ross 
Walker, guard, furnish most of the 
Keydets' scoring punch. 
State Scorers 
G FG F TP 
Giermak, W-M ........22 121 39 281 
Parrish, E&H 19 101 74 276 
Hillock, W&L 17 96 24 216 
Balas, H-S 16 86 41 213 
DiServio, Richmond 19 86 39 211 
Ruddell, VPI 21 92 19 203 
Meyers, Bridgew't'r 12 87 27 201 
Rinaldi, Richmond ..19 83 33 199 
Miller, Richmond ....19 81 33 195 
Crockett, W&L 14 76 42 194 
Tribe Routs 
Apprentices 
William and Mary's Indians 
hung up their tenth victory of 
the season last Tuesday night 
when they trounced the Newport 
News Apprentice School, 66-37, 
in a game played at Blow Gym. 
The underdog Apprentice team 
held the Tribe on • fairly even 
terms for most of the first quarter. 
The two teams traded point for 
point until, at 10-10, the Indians 
put "together a string of 17 consec-
utive points, thus allowing them 
to coast to victory. 
Teach Leads Scoring 
Twelve men saw action for the 
Tribe. Charlie Teach led the 
scoring with 13 "points, this being 
the third straight game Teach has 
hit for double numbers in the 
scoring column. Jim Bellamy and 
Bill Lucas turned in excellent per-
formances, and contributed to the 
scoring by dropping in nine and 
ten points, respectively. 
Buddy Lex served as acting cap-
tain for the night. He and Charlie 
Sokol, both Newport News boys, 
had played with several of the 
men on the Apprentice squad. 
Captain Sherman, who led the 
Apprentice scoring with nine 
points, was on the All-State, team 
with Sokol, when they performed 
on the same Newport News high 
school team. 
As usual, Chet Giermak and 
Johnny Green turned in good per-
formances. In addition to the men 
already mentioned, Bob Holley, 
who controlled the backboards 
while he played, and guards, Bob 
Steckroth and Marvin Atkins did1 
commendable jobs. 
Maybe the rivalry between the 
schools had something to do with 
it—56 fouls were recorded in the 
1923 William and Mary-Univer-
sity of Richmond basketball game. 
The Indians won, 25-22. 
WEST END 
MARKET 
FINE MEATS, GROCERIES 
AND 
VEGETABLES 
Corner Boundary and 
Prince George 
P H O N E 1 9 6 OR 1 9 7 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
(Incorporated) 
SUPERLATIVE 
DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
E D L E W I S , College Representative P H O N E 24 
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World Federalist Group 
Names New Committees 
Meeting in the Apollo room of 
Phi Beta Kappa hall on Wednes-
day evening, Feb. 12, the William 
and Mary chapter of Student Fed-
eralists, Inc., formulated activity 
plans for this semester. New com-
mittees were organized, stated Mel 
Kahn, president. 
Committee chairmen are as fol-
lows: Sybil Schwartz, education; 
John Dayton, publicity; John Hel-
frich, new chapters; S i d n e y 
Schwartz, program; and Wesley 
Cofer, finance. 
John Helfrich will attend, the 
Asheville, N. C , convention of 
world government groups from 
Feb. 21 through 23, as the repre-
sentative of the William and Mary 
chapter of Student Federalist, Inc. 
1 Wonder W h y 
Your Shirts Look Mangled? They Are! 
By Fletcher Cox 
Any resemblance between this 
laundry and the College carnage-
creators is purely intentional. 
The fundamental human urge to 
create mayhem has been diverted 
to more peaceful channels than 
those employed during the Middle 
Ages. Those who would have 
been handy men around a torture 
chamber during the days of the 
Holy Inquisition now work in the 
laundry, confining themselves to 
merely ripping sleeves violently 
from shirt bodies. This master-
piece is dedicated to the saga of a 
shirt, caught in the toils of medie-
val instruments, beginning when 
the first Tennessee Mauler hauls 
the shirt out of the laundry bag, 
and ending when the last wrapper 
disgustedly finds the shirt surviv-
Williamsburg Coal Co., Inc. 
For Your Winter Needs 
Coal And Fuel Oil 
CALL 127 
ed the laundering process in 
wearable condition, and spitefully 
wipes up the floor therewith. 
Sunday, Monday, or . . . ? 
Soiled clothes, secure in a laun-
dry bag, are lovingly placed near 
the sorters of the college laundry 
in the vain hope that yours will 
be run through in a hurry. 
The sorters continue sorting 
other laundry, cheered throughout 
the remainder of the day by 
visions of you toiling back to the 
laundry hopefully on Wednesday, 
wonderingly on Thursday, resign-
edly on Friday, and despairingly 
on Saturday. 
Friday afternoon your laundry 
is unearthed, and here's our 
chance to watch this smoothly-
functioning organization in opera-
tion. Contingent upon the return 
to work after lunch on Friday a 
universal spasm induced by the 
desire, not^quite-murdered by the 
South as of yet, to accomplish 
something of note before the end 
of the week, seizes the employees. 
Saturday afternoon, ah all-con-
cealing sheaf of brown paper is 
wrapped around the laundry, and 
the ever-happy cashiers, smiling 
beautifically, thrust the bundle in-
to your out-stretched arms and 
admonish you to turn your laun-
dry in much earlier next time so 
you won't have to wait all week 
for the finished product. 
5Ltk e wona s Ids 
most wanted pen 
TX7ITH men of music, science, letters—with 
business and social leaders—Parker "51" 
is the preferred writing instrument. American pen 
dealers have named Parker the most-wanted pen 
—rating it ahead of all other well-known makes 
combined •The demand runs high for Parker 51's. 
Yet more than ever are being shipped . . . so seek 
yours soon • Here is a pen fashioned to the 
highest standards of precision. Hooded against 
air, dirt, and damage, the unique point starts 
instantly—writes smoothly. There are no mov-
ing parts to wear or clog or fail • Only the "51" 
is designed for satisfactory use with Parker "51" 
Ink that dries as it writes! • 51's are available 
in three colors, $12.50; $15.00. Pencils, $5.00; 
$7.50. Parker "VS" Pens, $8.75. Pencils, $4.00. 
1 
___ INFORMATION, PLEASE" 
t .̂ Listen in every Wednesday night 
10:30 EST-CBS. coast-to-coast 
IN T H E H A N D O F A L B E R T S P A L D I N G 
World-famous concert violinist and composer. 
Your laundry is disgorged from 
the laundry bag and trampled up-
on accidentally, while one con-
firmed wastrel shines his shoes 
with a dress shirt, just to feel like 
a plutocrat. In the marking pro-
cess, whereby the laundry mark 
(if your name is Nottingham I 
Xanthius, your mark is not NIX 
but ABC) is affixed to the article 
of clothing, the mark is placed up-
on the outside of the cuff by mis-
take. 
Processing 
The shirt next progresses to an 
automatic mangle, originally de-
signed to test the stress resistance 
of structural steel, bought due to 
obsolescence at a ridiculously low 
price, consigned to the laundry. 
At least one button must be 
smashed by this machine, or the 
shirt is rejected to be run through 
again. 
After a hydrochloric acid dip, 
the shirt is starched. Collars 
plainly marked DO NOT STARCH 
are subjected to a double dose, 
and flannel shirts must stand up 
alone before they pass inspection. 
Shunted into an- automatically 
controlled oven to dry, the shirt, 
the 'delicate warp and woof of 
which is carefully protected from 
the harsh action of heat by an 
electric thermostatic control; dries 
scientifically at an even 3,000° 
Centigrade. The remnants, when 
scorched to the right degree, are 
handed to a highly-skilled steam-
roller mechanic who irons the 
shirt, carefully scorching points 
missed in the drying process. 
Coup-de-grace 
Care is taken in the folding pro-
cess by employees struck by pangs 
of remorse—these pangs are so 
strong that only ten times in one 
day did one folder with neck size 
17 and arm length 38 succumb to 
the desire of donning a size 14% 
x 33 shirt and doing gymnastics. 
Der Stub enVerein 
Chooses Officer 
Morris Gutterman was elected 
vice-president at Der Stuben 
Verein club meeting held Wednes-
day, Feb. 12, in Chandler hall at 
7 p . m . 
The members decided to adopt 
a class in one of the schools in 
Vienna, Austria, to which they 
will send boxes. These boxes will 
contain 30 pounds of foodstuffs to 
be distributed among the people. 
This project will be carried on in-
definitely. 
Bonnie Green gave a talk about 
her trip to Europe in the summer 
of '46 with the youth hostel group. 
The next meeting will be held 
on Wednesday, Mar. 12. 
Royalist Presents 
Literary Awards 
Winners of the prize awards 
for the first issue of the Royalist 
have been announced by Jack 
Solomon, editor. 
First and second prizes of ten 
and five dollars were won by Pete 
Boynton for his poems, Now and 
Then and Monologue. A tie for 
first place in prose was won by 
Ernest Priest for his Standards in 
Art, and Marcia Magill for On 
Houses, Authors and Me. The 
prize of 10 dollars was split. Sec-
ond place in prose was given to 
Jack Solomon for The Dove, The 
Letter and The Searching Young 
Man. 
Second Issue To Appear 
The second issue of the Royalist 
is expected to be out sometime 
within the month, according to 
the editor. 
Material is also Deing collected 
for the third issue. Deadline for 
copy has been set at Mar. 5. This 
will be the first time in several 
years that four issues have ap-
peared a year. The fourth issue 
will come out the last of May. 
The editor has made a special ap-
peal for any student contributions 
and especially "Lecture Leaven-
ings." 
Sororities To Present 
Rush Bids Tomorrow 
Bids for sorority rushing will 
go out tomorrow morning and 
tpmorrow will -be silence day 
according to Ellen Diggs, president 
of the Pan-Hellenic Council, 
Thursday will be acceptance day 
and girls will go to their respective 
houses at 1:30 p. m. 
The quota for this semester's 
rushing is two girls per sorority. 
Sororities who haven't filled their 
quota can rush girls who entered 
school in September. Old girls 
will come under the new quota 







All Your Dry Cleaning Needs 
See 
"PETE" QUYNN and "BOBBY" DOLL 
FOR THE BEST DRY-CLEANIN& 
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Radio Club To Broadcast 
Moliere's Comedy Friday 
William and Mary's Radio club, in an effort to present variety in 
its program material, will offer a radio adaptation of Moliere's classic 
comedy, "The Doctor in Spite of Himself," on Friday, Feb. 21, at 7:45, 
over Station WRNL.. 
Dick Owen, producer and director for this broadcast, has selected 
a staff and cast for the production. Mary McCarthy, Terry Dews, Ace 
Livick, Jean Cutler, Clint Atkinson, Peggy Alford, and-Helen Fisher 
will appear in the roles originally 
created by the famed French dra 
niatist, while Ronald King will 
fill the announcing slot. 
College Choir Presented 
Last Friday night, Ace Livick 
produced a program of religious 
and secular music by the College 
Choir, under the direction of Carl 
A. Fehr. Clint Atkinson did the 
announcing honors for the show, 
which was featured by Handel's 
"Hallelujah, Amen." This pro-
gram marked the second appear-
ance of the Choir on the air, since 
the group did a broadcast two 
months ago over Station WSAP. 
The Radio club initiated nine 
new members last week. The 
newcomers, who are all in Miss 
Phillis Kendall's radio class, in-
clude Jean Cutler, Laurie Pritch-
ard, Allen Keys, Gene Heck, 
Erwin Drucker, Bill Williams, 
G e n e R a m b a c h e r , A l i c e L e e 
Ritchie, and Ronald King. 
Club To Open Membership 
The club, which is composed 
exclusively of former or present 
members of the class in radio, 
plans to open its membership, and 
will soon hold auditions for stu-
dents who are interested in par-
ticipating in future broadcasts. 
More information on these audi-
tions will be released in The 
FLAT HAT next week. 
Kernodle Gives Talk 
At YWCA Meeting 
Wayne R. Kernodle, professor of 
sociology, was guest speaker at a 
meeting of the YWCA on Thurs-
day, Feb. 13. Mr. Kernodle's topic 
dealt with The Problems of Court-
ship and Related Subjects. 
Dot Ferenbaugh, president of 
the YWCA, announced that 182 
dollars had been collected for the 
paralysis fund drive. Dot also 
stated that the tentative date of 
Mar. 29 had been set for a dance 
to be sposored by the Y. 
Anyone who wishes to Become 
a member of the organization can 
pay her dues to the dorm repre-
sentative or Pat Snyder at the 
Alpha Chi Omega house. 
The next YWCA meeting is 
scheduled for Mar. 11 when the 
guest speaker will be a member 
of Alcoholics Anonymous. 
DON'T MISS 
The new Electric Hour 
THE 
"HOUR ©F CHARM" 
ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA 
under the direction of 
P H I L SPITALNY 
Sunday Af ternoon 
4 : 3 0 • WRVA . CBS 
Library Contributions 
Placed In Circulation 
Robert H. Land, associate librar-
ian, announced that the second 
group in the series of recent con-
tributions of records and books 
since Dec. 31 has been catalogued 
and was put in circulation at the 
librarv Saturday. 
Composers of the music con-
tained in the thirty one albums 
of this addition are Brahms, 
Chopin, Debussy, Mozart, Rom-
berg, Shubert and Beethoven. 
Calkins Discusses Accounting Jobs 
At Second Business Forum Meeting 
Frank S. Calkins, Richmond ac 
countant, discussed "Accounting 
as a Profession" in the second 
of the Business Forum series in 
Rogers 212-on Wednesday, Feb. 12. 
Five fields of work in which 
most accountants find themselves 
at one time or another were out-
lined in Mr. Calkin's discussion 
of his own experiences. The 
speaker declared that about three 
quarters of all accounting work 
consists of auditing. Other prin-
cipal jobs, he stated, include the 
following: preparation of tax re-
turns, setting up accounting sys-
tems, making surveys, and investi-
gating irregularities. 
Since accounting is essentially 
a personal service, opportunities 
in the field are unusually depend-
ent on individuals, according to 
Mr. Calkins. He stated that ac-
counting firms must be partner-
ships, rather than corporations, 
due to state laws, and that this 
set-up offers more incentive to 
younger accountants. Mr. .Calkins 
placed particular emphasis upon 
the field of independent certified 
public accounting. He declared 
that the CPA must maintain ap-
parent as well as actual independ-
ence, and ' stressed the duties of 
the CPA to third parties, partic-
ularly to. governments. 
Dr. Charles F. Marsh, head of 
the department of business admin-
istration, announced that the next 
business forum will be conducted 
on Tuesday, Feb. 25, at 4 p. m. 
Paul Scarborough,' chief of the 
small business unit in the Rich-
mond office of the United States 
Department of Commerce, will 
predict "What Lies Ahead for 
Small Business." 
Tri Delt To Present 
Scholarship Award 
Nonnie Fehse, former president 
of Tri Delta social sorority, has 
announced the sorority scholarship 
fund which is open to any woman 
student who has completed one 
year at William and Mary. 
This award of $150 will be based 
upon need, academic standing, and 
leadership. Applications can be 
made through the office of Dr. 
Grace W. Landrum, dean of 
women. The deadline for appli-
cations has been changed to Apr. 
2, to insure enough time for the 
recipent of the award to be noti-
fied. 
PENINSULA BANK AND T R U S T COMPANY 
Serving Williamsburg and the Peninsula 
Member 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
'"' FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA PHONE 400 
g;gi*S:«£««s$;K: 
STO 




CLEAN, FRESH, PURE 
America's FINEST Cigarette! 
First smoke in the morning or last one at night—the 
flavor's ALL yours, when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS! And 
here's why... 
There's an important difference in PHILIP MORRIS man-
ufacture that makes PHILIP MORRIS taste better—smoke 
better—because it lets the FULL FLAVOR of the world's 
finest tobaccos come through for your complete enjoyment 
—clean, fresh, pure! 
Try PHILIP MORRIS—you, too, will agree that PHILIP 
MORRIS is America's FINEST Cigarette! 
ALWAYS BETTER...BETTER ALL WAYS 
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Olivier Constructs Replica 
Of Old London For Movie 
To r e c a p t u r e t he spir i t of El izabe than England , for t he film, 
" H e n r y V," L a u r e n c e Olivier was presen ted wi th some of the same 
p rob lems faced by Colonial Wil l iamsburg , Inc. , w h e n they set about 
res tor ing t he his tor ic town. Audiences wil l b e able to judge t he 
success of Mr . Olivier 's w o r k w h e n t he m u c h - h e r a l d e d film opens 
an exclus ive engagemen t at the Wi l l i amsburg T h e a t r e on Wednesday , 
F e b . 26. Sea t s for t he first Pen insu la showing a r e n o w on sale a t 
the t h e a t r e . 
Besides recons t ruc t ing an exac t 
repl ica of 15 th-cen tury London, 
faithful to t h e smallest detail , Mr . 
Olivier p l a n n e d h is produc t ion to 
give the m o d e r n - d a y aud ience t he 
scope, feeling and b r e a t h of m e d -
ieval t imes . To accomplish this , 
t he en t i re film was p lanned as a 
"pa in t e r ' s e y e - v i e w " of moving 
events . After met icu lous s tudy of 
med ieva l pa in t ings , sets w e r e d e -
signed, copying ancient m a s t e r -
pieces. P a i n t e d cu t -ou t s and flat 
b a c k - d r o p s w e r e used for t h e b a c k -
ground of m u c h of t h e action, 
r a t h e r t h a n a mass ive sol id-bui l t 
set. T h e effect purpose ly s t r iven 
for was a q u a i n t and semi-a r t i f i -
cial feeling of medieva l i sm, t ak ing 
m o d e r n d a y audiences back in to 
a gigantic fa i ry land. 
Color And Lighting 
F u r t h e r u n k n o w n factors w e r e 
t he pecul iar condit ion of color 
and l ight ing. Ar t i s t s of H e n r y V's 
day d r e w a t ten t ion to cer ta in p a r t s 
of the i r p i c tu re by using s t rong 
colors and shapes ; and so, in 
t rans la t ing th is t echn ique to t h e 
screen, a correct ba lance h a d to be 
s t ruck be tween colors and forms 
of the costumes and those of t he 
background . W h e n i t was neces -
sary to emphasize some charac te r 
s t and ing in a cer ta in spot, th is w a s 
done by a ve ry careful choice of 
color. 
Fol lowing fur ther the style of 
med ieva l pa in t ings , it was d i s -
covered t h a t a r t i s t s of t he 15th 
cen tu ry used ve ry l i t t le shadow 
and in some case,s none a t all. 
Would this s tyle of a r t lend itself 
to t he screen? A test set w a s 
buil t , a lmost whol ly in t he style 
of a pa in t ing of t he period, and 
resul t s showed t h a t cer ta in small 
usage of shadow lend itself a d m i r -
ably to t he technicolor camera . 
Opens In 1600 
While t h e photop lay opens in 
t h e yea r 1600, and the audience 
v i ews a p lay as Shakespeare h i m -
self v iewed it, t he camera soon 
t a k e s "us fur ther back, into t he 
per iod t h a t Shakespeare w r o t e of, 
and in which the action takes 
place, t he medieva l per iod of 1415. 
I t is for this l a t te r per iod, t h a t 
f l a t - b a c k d r o p s w e r e uti l ized. 
These "sets ," so ve ry m u c h l ike 
legi t imate s tage designs, a r e w h a t 
audiences commen t about most 
often. 
Play 
Wednesday-Thursday Feb. 19-20 
EDDIE BRACKEN 
LADIES' MAN 
Cass Daley - Virginia Welles 
Spike Jones and his City Slickers 
Friday-Saturday Feb 21-22 
Joan Crawford - John Garfield 
HUMORESQUE 
Oscar Levant - J Carrol Naish 
Sunday February 23 
John. Payne - June Haver 
WAKE UP 
AND DREAM 
Charlotte Greenwood - Lee Patrick 
Filmed in Technicolor 




Walter Pidgeon - June Allyson 
—: N E X T :-
" H E N R Y V " 
{Continued from Page I) 
such a thea t r e , as it was in 
Shakespeare ' s days . 
T h e Wil l iam and M a r y P laye r s 
can look forward to get t ing closer, 
l i teral ly , to the audience . T h e 
m a i n s tage wi l l b e bui l t out over 
the first p la t form, wi th in several 
feet of the first r o w of seats, and, 
in the E l izabe than t radi t ion, a r a i l -
ing wil l s u r r o u n d this outer s tage. 
I n t he even t t h a t t he feeling of 
being in .an El izabe than t h e a t r e 
becomes u n d u l y realist ic, i t should 
be pointed out tha t t h e t rad i t ion 
of hav ing t he specta tors in t he 
p i t s t and for the lpe r fo rmance wi l l 
no t be preserved . 
Mr . Roger S h e r m a n , t h e t e c h -
nic ian, w h o executes t he designer ' s 
p lans , offered some in te res t ing 
sidelights on t h e construct ion of 
the set. Confronted w i t h t he 
prob lem of hav ing to erect the 
ent i re t h ing a few days before 
pe r fo rmance (a consequence of a 
preceding p i ano concer t ) , h e d e -
cided to bui ld t he set i n separa te 
uni ts . These uni t s can be stored 
on stage, a n d al l p a r t s can b e 
fitted together in a re la t ive ly shor t 
t ime Mr . S h e r m a n s ta ted t h a t 
l ight ing wil l be employed m o r e 
ex tens ive ly in "Comedy of E r r o r s " 
t h a n in any previous Wil l iam and 
M a r y p roduc t ion on wh ich h e h a s 
worked . 
T h e c rews a r e composed a lmost 
ent i re ly of m e m b e r s of h is s tage-
craft class. Assist ing Mr . S h e r -
m a n a r e Wilford Leach, w h o wil l 
se rve as s tage manage r , M a b e 
Watson on m a k e - u p and lights, 
and F r e d Allen, w h o wil l aid in 
draf t ing construct ion p lans . T h e 
backs tage staff wil l b e small , w i t h 
no s c e n e r y changes, and w i t h t h e 
absence of a cur ta in on t he m a i n 
stage. 
T h e cos tumes wi l l be ren ted , 
a factor wh ich e l iminates a t r e -
mendous b u r d e n on produc t ion 
crews . The p l a y has b e e n done in 
Greek and R o m a n costume, bu t 
t h e Wil l iam a n d M a r y p roduc t ion 
will f ea tu re El izabe than garb . 
T h e play 's the th ing, t o b e su re ; 
bu t Kendal l , S h e r m a n , and C o m -
pany , w i th the i r fine p roduc t ion 
work , have set a magnif icent s tage 
for the Wi l l iam a n d M a r y P l a y e r s . 
I t ' s u p to Miss H u n t and C o m p a n y 
now. 
LIKE ANY TOURIST, Lord Inverchapel, British Ambassador 
to the United States, was "shown the sights" of the college after 
he addressed the Charter Day convocation o n Feb. 10. Above, left 
to right, are the Ambassador, newly-instal led Chancellor Colgate 
W. Darden and A. Herbert Foreman, rector of the Board of Visitors 
of the college, being introduced to Lord Botetourt by President 
John E. Pomfret. 
Norwegian Student Finds 
Jim Crow Law Unusual 
Stepping off t h e Norweg ian boa t 
Stavangerfjord, in N e w York, 
Bjorg A n k e r J e n s e n w a s met , to 
her surpr ise , b y a n e w s p a p e r m a n . 
In addit ion, she w a s pho tographed , 
to he r amusement , w i t h skiis b e -
longing to someone else. T h i s 
was he r first gl impse of t he grea t 
Amer i can w a y of life a n d the 
Amer i can four th es ta te . 
Blonde, b lue-eyed , 25-year-o ld 
Bjord a r r ived in th is count ry J a n . 
14, on a s tuden t visa f rom S o u t h -
e rn Norway . In conjunct ion w i t h 
h e r hobbies , r ead ing a n d s tudy ing 
languages , and a s a p a r t of h e r 
w o r k a t t he Univers i ty of Oslo, 
w h e r e she h a d been s ince 1940, 
Bjord is t a k i n g severa l Engl ish 
courses here . P r io r to coming to 
America , she h a d s tudied Engl ish 
and German , and t a u g h t F rench . 
In addi t ion to he r na t ive tongue,-
she speakes Danish a n d Engl ish 
f luently. " B " , as she is called 
for short , p lans to r e m a i n in the 
Uni ted Sta tes for a year . She is 
l iving in Hi l ton Vil lage w i t h h e r 
uncle and aunt , Mr . and Mrs . A. 
J. Sorensen, and commutes each 
day. 
Bjord Enjoys Trip 
Speak ing about he r t r ip , she 
said, " I h a d a lovely voyage ," b u t 
she added tha t it was s tormy, a n d 
t h a t she alone a m o n g t h e pas sen -
gers was no t seasick. "When I 
a r r ived in N e w York, t h e w e a t h e r 
was ve ry s imi lar to t h e summer 
c l imate of N o r w a y , " " B " r e m a r k e d . 
Bjorg h a s found t h e J i m Crow 
l aws "ve ry u n u s u a l ; " ny lons "ve ry 
wonder fu l ; " r ad io commerc ia l s 
" s t r ange and amus ing ; " Amer i cans 
"ve ry f r i end ly ; " and convocation 
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" v e r y impress ive ." She r e m a r k s 
tha t " a t h o m e " they w o r e aca-
demic caps bu t no gowns, a n d con-
cluded t h a t people i n N o r w a y a r e 
far m o r e formal t h a n Amer icans . 
" I do not feel," she said, " tha t 
the Norwegians w e r e t r ea t ed as 
bad ly by t he G e r m a n s as w e r e 
t he Czechoslovakians and the 
French . Norway , never the less , is 
suffering f rom the a f t e rma th of 
w a r . " Food and clothing a re bo th 
scarce; a n d clothes a r e ra t ioned 
and s t r ik ingly m o r e expens ive . 
F ru i t s and sweets a r e t h e chief 
h a r d - t o - g e t i tems. Al though " B " 
s aw m a n y Br i t i sh soldiers in N o r -
w a y d u r i n g the war , she d idn ' t see 
m a n y A m e r i c a n G. I.'s. They rode 
in cars . "This is unhea l t hy ; people-
should do m o r e wa lk ing , " she 
w a r n e d . Prac t ic ing w h a t she 
preaches , B jord t akes long wa lks 
every day . 
Bot-E-Talk 
Greek Letters 
Chi Omega he ld a Valen t ine 
dance in t h e smal l cafeteria last 
F r iday . Visi t ing t he house last 
w e e k e n d w e r e M a r t h a Mackin , '45, 
T a s Michell , '45, P r i s Ful le r , '46, 
Nicky Nicum, '46, Mar ie t t e Reney , 
'45, J e r r i e Healy , '46. 
Elsie K a p e l m a n , '48x, and P a t 
Smi th Heren , '47x, w e r e a t t he 
G a m m a P h i house last weekend . 
T h e t a dis t r ic t convent ion a t 
At lan t ic Ci ty was a t t ended b y 
Mimi Whi te , B land Devaney , J a n e 
Seatori, G inna Lewis , J o a n Stout , 
a n d Ginger H a w k i n s . 
K a p p a Del ta he ld ,a recept ion 
F r i d a y night for t he n e w m e n on 
campus . 
P i P h i a n n u a l p ledge n igh t w a s 
last T h u r s d a y . Act ives and pledges 
spent t h e n igh t a t t h e house . 
O p e n house for t h e n e w m e n 
w a s he ld at t h e P h i M u las t 
F r iday . 
L a m b d a Chi Alpha h a d a s teak 
d inner on Feb . 12. Both act ives 
a n d pledges a t t ended . 
Newly e lec ted officers of S igma 
Pi a r e : sage, J e r r y Colvin; first 
counselor, Rober t Quackenbush ; 
second counselor, Char le s Jones ; 
th i rd counselor, D a r r y l e Buck ; 
four th counselor, Al len C h e w ; 
hera ld , Donald Bu t ton ; Emerald 
correspondent , George Bar tho lo . -
m e w . 




Printers For T h e College 
Students Since Colonial 
Days 
in search for su i tab le m a t e r i a l 
to publ i sh in th is colyum, T h e Rt . 
Rev. L o r d t h e Baron Bo t - e - t a l k 
held a n exclus ive in t e rv i ew w i t h 
C a p t a i n J i m and his cohort, 
Thompson . I t wou ld b e swel l if 
w e could p r in t his disclosures, b u t 
—• t he Hays Office, you know! 
We would most respect ively s u g -
gest that , to those w h o complain 
about t he quie t t enor of th is a n d 
other ar t icles, t ake half an hour 
off some d a y and b a n g ears w i t h 
our n ight w a t c h m e n . 
I n a more peaceful vein, answer 
t he quest ions of t h e week: H o w -
k u m F r e d Kovoleski pul led t h a t 
deal w i t h t he blonde after the 
fabulous Wash ing ton t r ip . . . 
G i n n a Lewis did not h a v e t he 
chain t ight ly fas tened on t he two 
pins tha t she is a lways w e a r i n g 
. . . B e t t y Smeddle n e v e r forgets 
to douse t he pe r fume on no m a t -
t e r w h a t e v e r else h a p p e n s . . . 
who ' s this guy, " H a r r y t h e H i p -
ster." ???. 
W e haven ' t h a d a chance to 
canvass t h e h idden benches on 
campus , for tuna te ly or unfo r tu -
nate ly , as the case m a y be . Guess 
we ' l l h a v e t o b e conten t w i t h w o n -
der ing????? 
I s it true that: B rack McCaskey 
and Burns ie Weston a re t h e cutest 
l i t t le couple on t he c a m p u s . . . 
Bill Knowles and Lau r i e P r i t c h -
a rd a re seeing each other v e r y 
often . . . t h e Goldwyn gir ls t r i ed 
out for the Vars i ty show las t S a t -
u r d a y af te rnoon . . . S u m n e r R a n d 
has affected t he ascot for p lay 
rehearsa l s . . . J i m W a r d is p l a n -
ning on opera t ing h i s own l a u n -
d r y . . . J o h n O'Neil h a s s t a r t ed 
the Spr ing picnic season a l r eady 
. . . Syl Lagerho lm 's hea r t lies not 
at Miami U. since . . . Macy Diggs 
is also k n o w n as Brunh i lda K e n -
tone . . . ? 
P inned : Jack ie F ree r and Dale 
Clark, S. A. E. (seems Jack ie left 
t he Beta ' s b e h i n d ) . 
Notes of a Wande r ing Stachoo: 
Ach and P e n n y to D a r t m o u t h Ice 
Carn iva l . . . Bobbie Majesky, 
Sall ie A d a m s and Mar ty Robinson 
to Annapol i s . . . G inge r H a w k i n s ' 
P a u l Lees u p for a few days . . . 
Lyon Ty le r get t ing a round — n o w 
it 's Bonnie Wolf g r a m . . . Isabel le 
Clark and Char l i e Teach b r e a k -
fast ing together (in t he college 
gas t ronomic a i lment center, ye t ! ) 
. . . B a r b a r a LaMonte a n d K e n 
McGinn been going a round for 
qui te a whi le — jus t caugh t u p to 
t h e m ! . . . Wal ly Hea two le and 
Helen Thompson . . . Shuz Sprague 
and J i m Fi tzpa t r ick . . . J a n e Cole-
m a n a n d Billy S m i t h . . . M a r t y 
S te rn and Rod La Montagne . 
C h i Omega ' s Valen t ine dance : 
Bill K n o x and J a n e Oblender , A n n 
Ca l lahan and J o h n E. Smi th 
( H m m m m m m m ) , B u d d y Boudro 
and J e a n Meyers ( raised e y e -
b rows d e p a r t m e n t ) , Dennis Cogle 
and J e a n n e A n n H a r r u p , Du tch 
Shul tz and Twi t ch This t le , Marg ie a 
Oak and Bob B e r n h a r d t , Gus Calos 
and P r i s B a r n a r d . 
More ra ised eyebrows : Shi r ley 
Green p inned , b u t . . . 
Bot ty 
Freshmen Sponsor Dance 
With Sloppy Joe Theme 
Sponsored b y t h e f r e shman class, 
a S loppy J o e d a n c e w a s held in 
Blow gym on Sa tu rday , F e b . 15, 
f rom 9 to 12 p . m . 
J e a n s and P la id shi r ts w e r e 
p roper a t t i re for t he affair. T h e 
decorat ions car r ied out t he S loppy 
J o e t h e m e wi th hays tacks a n d 
clothesl ines. 
Bill Wil l iams served as cha i r -
m a n of t h e publ ic i ty commit tee , • 
and Pe t e Olms tead w a s in cha rge 
of decorat ions . 
W E S T END 
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Things AreTqugh All Over; 
Or, Life In The Storeroom 
Boxes, boxes, boxes — myriads of boxes of all shapes and 
sizes stacked to the ceiling . . . this description conveys a universal 
picture of the college storeroom. 
The storeroom, of the college, which is located in the basement 
of the laundry, is a fascinating and peculiar labyrinth, filled with 
everything from pencils to rubber-covered electric wire. 
Sampson Caulking Compound cuddles close to Stanco Special 
Sour, while doorbell buzzers and 
Nebroc Aqualized towels share a 
shelf together. Even in the cold 
reality of the storeroom the effects 
of Noah's Ark can be plainly 
perceived. 
On one side of the room, office 
supplies are piled. Pencils, era-
sers, manilla folders, and reams 
and reams of paper reach the'ceil-
ing. Next to the office supplies 
are the electric provisions. There 
is mystery to confuse any soul! 
Spring toggles, electric wire, plugs, 
fuses, G. E. light bulbs and other 
strange appliances are arranged in 
alphabetical order. 
But encompassing the electric 
and office supplies is something 
far more important •— the janitor-
ial supplies. Pride Soap, Brillo 
Cleanser, Sanso; mop buckets, 
handles and heads; wax, Pearl 
soap, and other essentials vie for 
honor about the maze of 'boxes, 
boxes, boxes.' 
The storeroom tolls the knell of 
death for dirt, black-outs and lack 
of pencils. 
All supplies are requisitioned 
through Mr. Harris, who is in 
charge of the storeroom. A rec-
ord is kept of every supply, so 
that, at a moment's notice, one 
can find out how much is stored 
there. On the average, William 
and Mary uses 15,996 bars of soap 
per year, 1,576 reams of paper, 
each ream containing 500 sheets; 
and 13,629 light bulbs. 
Many students are ignorant of 
this building, and the fundamental 
aid it gives to each and every 
person at William and Mary. 
Canterbury Club To Give 
denes Of Teas For Lent 
Dr. Warner W.' Moss, head of 
the department of government 
will be the first speaker at a series 
of Lenten teas, sponsored by the 
Canterbury club. The tea will 
be open to all students. 
The tea will be held on Sunday, 
Feb. 23, from 4 to 5:30 p. m. at 
the Bruton Parish house. Refresh-
ments will be served stated Ellie 
Westbrook, president of the club. 
The teas will -continue through-
out the Lenten season. 
lexas To Offer 
Hitc Fellowships 
Rosalie B. Hite fellowships in 
the fields of science relating to 
cancer offered by the graduate 
school of the University of Texas 
are now open. 
Graduate students whose pre-
vious training and whose proposed 
fields of work come within those 
"fields of scientific research relat-
ing to the study of the cancer 
problem, such as biological, phy-
sical, and chemical sciences are 
eligible. 
Students will be free to work 
in the main university and the 
medical branch or the M. D. 
Anderson hospital for cancer re -
search. 
The stipends for post-doctoral 
fellowships will be 2,400 dollars 
per calendar year, plus payment 
of all fees. Pre-doctoral fellow-
ships will be awarded at the rate 
of 100 dollars per month plus pay-
ment of all required educational 
fees, such as tuition fees,labora-
tory fees, and medical fees. 
All applications should be re-
ceived in final form by Mar. 15, 
1947, according to the dean of the 
graduate school. Inquiries can be 
addressed to the dean at the Uni-
versity of Texas, Austin, 2, Texas. 
Wesley Foundation Holds 
Valentine Party At Church 
Valentine decorations carried 
out the theme for the Wesley 
Foundation's masquerade party on 
Friday evening, Feb. 14, at the 
Methodist church. 
The program for the evening 
was a technicolor movie of the 
North Carolina-William and Mary 
football game. The college quartet 
sang. 
The Rev. Robert E. Burt, direc-
tor of the Foundation, was in 
charge of the recreation, assisted 
by June Aigner, chairman of rec-
reation. Natalie Carr was in 
charge of refreshments. 
BARNES BARBER SHOP 
Since 1912 we have served the 
students of William and Mary. 
This same courteous and effi-
cient service awaits you today. 
Over Williamsburg Theatre 
Greek Letters 
(Continued from Page II) 
Pi Beta Phi initiated six girls on 
Monday, Feb. 17. They are Kay 
Rhodes, Norfolk; Jean Payne, Ar-
lington;1 Frances Kane, Norfolk; 
Palmer Berryman, Norfolk; Jo-
anne Jonscher, Alexandria, and 
Patsy Jones. Dallas, Texas. 
Chi Omega named new officers 
last week. Mary Ann Hook is the 
new president; Lois Willis, vice 
president; Mary Ellen Bovie, sec-
retary and Elizabeth Gillam, trea-
surer. The Chi O's entertained at 
a Valentine dance in the small 
cafeteria on Friday, Feb. 14. 
Landrum Will Speak 
O n Play A t Meeting 
j Dr. Grace Warren Landrum, 
dean of women, will speak on 
\ Shakespeare's Henry V at a meet-
ing of the Dramatic club .on Sun-
day, Feb. 23, at 7 p. m. in the 
Dodge room. The meeting will be 
open to all students. 
Students recently elected to 
membership in the Dramatic club 
are Fred Allen, Joan Benson, Kay 
Caffrey, Michaela Grenata, Bris-
tow Hardin, Wilbert Keys an,d Bar-
bara Rommel. 
Admissions Director 
A t M . I, T. To Speak 
B. A. Thresher, Director of Ad-
missions at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, will hold 
a meeting in Rogers 112 on Mon-
day ,\ Feb. 24, at 7:30 p. m. 
All students enrolled under the 
combined plan of studies with 
M. I. T. are requested to attend 
the meeting, according to J. Wil-
fred Lambert, dean of students. 
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